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An incrcasiag i;ad to deal with rrtirrment issues f ~ i n g  older aduits with mental 

disabilities has been identifiai. In response, the Supporteci Retirement Program (SRP) for 

older ad* with mental disabilities mis developed, to facilitate the later lifé needs of this 
I 

group. The piirpose of this study was to assess the social vaiîdity of the SR. by 

determining the extent to which the goals, pmctss and outcomes were considend 

important and usefbi by key stakeholders. 

Coosumers, service pmviders, government representatives, f d y  members and 

gsneric senior service pmviders were m e y e d  and/or înterviewed Respondents rated the 

importance of the eleven gods of the SRP using a three point likert-type scale. Following 

each goal statement, fiirther information was gathered concerning respondents reasons for 

their rating of each particular goal. ûverall, stakeholders considered the goals of the 

program to be very important. 

Qualitative data was gathered through open ended intemiews conceming the SRP 

process, and was analysed using a constant cornparison method. In general, those 

inte~ewed indicated that the process was very beneficial to participants, however, some 

minor variation occurred across groups. 

The nnal wmponent of the study measured stakeholders' level of satisfaction 

with respect to the outcomes of the SRP. Using a three point Likert-type scaie satisfaction 

was assesseci. The overall satisfaction score for the groups indicated a-&& level of 
- - 

satisfaction with the outcomes of the SRP, with some variation in rating across the 

groups. 

iii. 
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CZIAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The intent of this research project was to assess the social validity (Wolf, 1978) of 

the Supported Retirement Program, a one year demonstration project for older adults with 

mental disabilities. The Supported Rethment Prognim was developed in response to the 

increasing need to deal with retirement issues facing older addts with mental disabilities 

(Janicki, 1992; Hawkins & Elciund, 1989). With the advent of community living, 

changes in demographics, general improvernents in heaith status, and with them 

corresponding improved We expectancies, issues peaaining to retirement have arisen for 

older adults with mental disabilities (Sutton et al., 1994). 

Sîurgeon Creek Enterpises Inc., together with the Health, Leisure and Human 

Performance Institute, in the Faculty of Education and Recreation Studies, at the 

University of Manitoba, developed the Supported Retirement Program by adapting and 

mo-g a leisure education mode1 for pesons with mental disabilities (BuiIock, 

Morris, Mahon, and Jones, 1992). This social validity study was part of a larger study 

conducted by Dr. Michael Mahon, fkom the Health, Leisure and Human Performance 

Institute. The purpose of the larger study was to assess the efficacy of the leisure 

education based Supported Retirement l?rogram mode1 for older aduits with mental 

disabilities. The iiuger snidy was fiamed by eight research questions: 

1. Can a leisure education based later life planning process increase the 



awareness of the concept of retirement and later Life options for older 

aduits with mentd disabilities? 

2. Does a leisure education based later life planning process enhance the 

overail life and leisure satisfaction of older aduits with mental disabilities? 

3. Does a leisure education based later Mie plamhg pmcess result in 

decreased leisure coLlStraitlts for older aduits with mental disabilities? 

4. 1s a leisure education based later Life planing process able to enhauce the 

independent decision-making skills of older adults with mental 

disabilities, thereby contn'buting to their overall ~p~detefmination? 

5. Does a leisure education based later life planning process result in Mestyle 

changes for older adults with mental disabilities? 

6. 1s a leisure education based later Me planning process a cost-effective 

method of facilitating later life planning? 

7. What are the systernic barriers to facilitating Ereely chosen later Me 

options for people with mentai disabilities? 

8. 1s a leisure education based later Me planning process socially valid? 

The purpose of this research study was to measure the social validity of the 

Supported Retirement Program as it was important to ensure that the outcomes of the 

intervention were of practical value to key stakebolders and to easure that the 



intervention priorities were not defineci arbitrarily or restrictively (Baer, Wolf, & Risely, 

1968; 1987). Specificaily, the study: 1) detennined whether consumets, family members, 

service providets, govemment representatives and generic senior 0rgani;rations 

considered the goals of the Supported Retirement Program to be important; 2) 

investigated the extent to which consumers, family members, and service providers felt 

that the specific interventions used in the Supported Retirement Program were relevant; 

and 3) determineci whether consumers, family members, service providers, and 

govemment representatives deemed the effects of the intervention to be socially 

important. 

The Manitoba Department of Family S e ~ c e s  provided fiuiding to develop, 

implement and evaiuate the program. The Province of Manitoba agreed to provide 

h d i n g  for the program, primarily because of the pressure the government was facing to 

respond to the p d e m  of a lack of supports and services for older adults with mental 

disabilities, 

Chapter One consists of a brief introduction to the research project, while Chapter 

Two describes the rationale for developing a Supporied Retirement Program for older 

adults with mental disabilities. Chapter Two also includes a description of later M e  

planning, in generai, and how it relates to older adults with mental disabilities. In 

addition, the Chapter identifies several recommendations for effective retirement 

programs. Finally, an overview of the Supported Retirement Program mode1 is pmvided, 



Uicluding a description of the leisure education mode1 and the specinc leisure aeeds and 

constraiuts of older persans with mental disabilities. 

The third chapter highlights the methodology used in the research study. This 

includes au overvkw of the research questions, a description of the sample, and 

considerations with respect to interviewing persans with mental disabiiities. Chapter 

Three also provides a discussion of the instrumentation used in the data gathering; as weii 

as the data analysis processes utilized for the project. 

Chapter Four describes the findings of the research project, including the 

significance of the program goals, the appropriateness and acceptability of the procedures 

and the satisfaction of the program outcomes. FinaUy, Chapter Five provides a discussion 

of the research findings and presents s e v d  recommendations. 



CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter descri'bes the rationale for developing the Supported Retirement 

Program for older aduits with mentai disabilities. Included in this chapter is a discussion 

on the importance of demographics, with respect to their developing impact on retirement 

planning and supports for older aduits with mental disabilities. This chapter also 

descri'bes the concept of Iater Life planning, and how it relates to older aduits with mental 

disabilities. Also included is a review of the literature identifying key recommendations 

for developing and implementing effective retirernent programs. An ovemew of the 

Supported Retirement Program model is also provided, including a description of the 

leisure education model, upon which it is based and the specific leisure needs and 

constraints of older addts with mental disabilities. Finally, the Chapter concludes with a 

discussion on social validation research. 

Rationale 

An increasing need to deai with retirement issues facing older adults with mental 

disabilities has been identifid (Janicki, 1992; H a w b  & Eklund, 1989). Previously, 

issues with respect to older ad& with mental disabilities were obscured by shortened 

Me expectancy, the invisibility of those in institutions or hospitals, or the fact that many 

individuals were typically provided with a lifetime of concealed care within theu own 



families (Sutton et. al., 1994). With the advent of cornrnunity living, changes in 

demographics, general improvements in health stahis, and with them corresponding 

impmved üfe expectancies, issues pertabhg to retirement have arisen for this population. 

(Sutton et al., 1994). 

As the number of ofder aduits with mental disabilities increases, and with this, as 

a corresponding increase occm in their presence within communities, nnew demands are 

king created for professionals in the field as they strive to meet the new and emerging 

needs of these individu&. In light of the current philosophical climate (ie. issues such as 

empowerment, self advocacy, and inclusion), s e ~ c e  systems nwd to cooperate, 

innovate, and develop programs, services aud supports for the ever-increasing number of 

older addts with mental disaôilities. 

Demogripbia 

In Canada, more and more people are making the transition into retirement, as this 

country's population includes a growing number of older people. Between 199 1 and 

2001, the proportion of the Canadian population comprised of persons over the age of 65, 

is forecast to grow fiom 12 percent to 15 percent Furthermore, between the years 201 1 to 

203 1, this proportion is projected to rise h m  15 percent to 23 percent; an absolute 

increase of 3.4 million people @esjadins, 1993). 

The mpid growth in numbers of individuais in late Me within the general 



population is paraUeIIed by an inctea~e in the number of older adults with a mental 

disability. Exact data on the number of older adults with mental disabilities is not 

available. However, best estimates suggest a prevalence rate of approximately four per 

thousand (Baird & Sadnovick, 1985). Recent m e y s  in Manitoba indicate that there may 

be as many as six hundred or more individuals in this age group and ckumstance, 

scattered throughout the province (Association for Community Living, Manitoba, 1995). 

Older adults with mental disabilities are increasingly Iürely to iive longer; even 

though their average Iife expectancy stii i  remaios l e s  then that of the general population 

(Eyman, Grossmau, Tarjan, & Milia, 1987). Mortality rates are similar to those of the 

general population, with the exception of people with Down's Syndrome or thûse with 

significant disabilities (Carter, Jancar, 1 983; Janicki, 1986). With improved health and 

social conditions, as well as new programs and technologies, people with mental 

disabilities are living longer, and are more numerou and visible in naturai community 

settings. Consequenîiy, issues associated with their aging have become a more prominent 

consideration (Janicki, 1994). 

Leisure Needs and Constraints of EMetiy Penons 

As adults reach later maturity socid roles change. As a resulf fiee tirne increases 

and preferences for activity involvement change, such that the dominance of work begins 

to fde. There is also an accompanying anticipation of increased leisure (Cutler & 



Hendricks, 1990; McGuire, 1984). Social behaviour is distinctly less dominated by work 

and increashgly defined by leisure (Tinsely, T d ,  Colbs, & Kautinau, 1985). Factors 

that influence leisure involvement înclude: a) the availability of discretionary time, b) the 

awareness of options for how to ut* the the,  c) su€£icient access to opportunities, and 

d) the availability of necessary personal resources. Additionai factors that support Iater 

We fùiibetlt through leisine înclude individuai needs, preferences, and motivational 

States (Thely, Te&, Colbs & KaUnnan, 1985). 

Later Lift PlPnning 

Retirernent has k e n  described as an event, a role, and a process, involving a life 

transition Erom employment for incorne (Ekerdt, 1987; Evans, Ekedt, & Bosse, 1985). 

As retirement typically involves a break h m  previous patterns of behaviour, and a 

reduction in economic status, individuais retiring must adjust to these major lifie 

transitions. ARer this transition is complete, a person's life will be quite different, 

potentialiy in several ways. 

Retirement has k e n  portrayed as a negative experience that le& to devalued 

status and role loss (Friedman & ûrbach, 1974; Payne, 1960; Roscow, 1974). Retirement 

is typidy (although not always), viewed as an end rather then a begiimiag - something 

bat should be put off for as long as possible. Miller (1965) links a person's identity to 

work; and views retirement as an occasion for an identity crisis, with an accompanying 



loss of sekespect and feelings of uselessness. However, in contrast, there is evidence 

that a positive respome to retirement is more typicai of  mtirees (Atchley, 1977). While 

retirement is certahdy a major Life event, it does not necessariiy follow that the response 

wil i  be maladaptive (Giordano & Gaatt, 1977). Bengsîon (1976~24) argues that 

"decreases in social requirements and expectations can be seen as a gain in freedom ... an 

opportunity to pick and choose among alternative behaviow and new roles". 

Recently, a more positive view of retirement has been put fornard, which relates 

adjustment to retirement, to pre-retirement attitudes held with respect to the notion of 

retirement (Streib & Schneider, 1971; Thompson, Streib, & Kosa, 1960). Several factors 

have been identitïed that are related to positive attitudes toward retirement. Glasmer 

(1976) found in her study that a worker's evaluation of hidher present fimacial situation, 

social activity level, number of close Eriends, and perceptions of preparedness for 

retirement were determioants of a positive attitude toward retirement. 

Research suggests that, where some individuais may view retirement as a positive 

event, others rnay feel threatened by it (Evans, e t  al. 1985). Those who are prepared for 

retirement may view the event more positively (Glasmer, 1981). Self-efficacy, or the 

sense tbat one is able to cope with changes, should predict whether one engages in 

behaviours that facilitate a successfûi transition (Bandura, 1977). Research on retirement 

planning shows that positive levels of retùement ~e~eff icacy are associated with less 

pre-retirement anxiety (Fretz, Kluge, Ossana, Jones, & Merilcangas, 1989). R e d t s  of this 



study by Fretz et ai. indicate that people may evaluate themselves on the extent to which 

they can successfully d e  the transition to =tirement; and that this is a predictor of 

retirement planning years before the actuai retirement decision. People with poorer 

attitudes toward retuement, who planned poorly and had a lower sense of seKefficacy 

exhibiteci the most retirement avoidance. Those who felt unable to adjust subscrikd to 

the popular belief that retirement is a time of dissatisfaction, isolation, and decline (Fretz 

et al., 1989). 

Research indicates that planning for retirement is positively related to satisfaction 

during retirement (Ash, 1966; Glasmer, 198 1; Minion, 1975; Szinovacc 1982; 

Thompson, 1958). Participation in retirement preparation programs is helpfid in 

maintainhg positive retirement attitudes and the expectancy of control (Abel & Hayslip, 

1987). Individuais who take part in retirement counselihg programs are found to be 

happier in retirement (Ekerdt, 1987). Additionally, researchers have found that retirees 

who have participated in preretiement prognimç, were sificantiy better adjusted then 

retirees who did not (Palmore, 1982). For example, Heath (1996) assessed the 

effectiveness of a retirement preparation program offered by an employer in reducing 

r e W  dissatisfecton and promoting preparation for a more positive retirernent 

experience. The results indicated that prognun participation significantly enhanced the 

retirement experience in the areas of finance, Miestyle, health care and social activities. 

These resuiîs confirm the value of providing retirement preparation programs (Heath, 



19%). 

Pre-retirement or retirernent planning pognuns have been in existence for nearly 

30 years (Hunter, 1965). Such progiams are designecl to ease the transition to retirement 

and mhÜmize problerm which rnay by encountered. They were thought to be necessary 

because of the importance of the worker role as a source of identity and stahis (Maddox, 

1966; Miller, 1965). North American culture de- social status and identity largely in 

terms of occupation. As well, productivity and cultural value depend, to a large degree, 

on a person's abiüty to remain employed. The loss of this role was seen as a potential 

source of a number of pathological d t s  for the retiree. More recent research indicates 

that the importance of work has b e n  overrated as a factor in retirement adjwtment 

(Atchely, 1976; Glasmer, 1976; Goudly e t  al., 1975; Simpson et al., 1966). The most 

important factors in retirement adjustment are health and hances. Few retirees actually 

miss their jobs (Atchely, 1976; Wad, 1979). Most pre-retirement programs focus on 

health and finances dong with a number of other issues. 

As older adults transition from the usual highiy organized and demanding work 

day to retirement, they may find themselves having to take more personal responsibility 

for planning their daily Living and ongoing relatiomhips (Hartford, 1984 cited in Dennis). 

Basic elements of an individual's Iife may change with retirement: hisher seif-identity, 

sense of importance and value as an individuai and member of society, relatiomhips with 

family and niends, daily activities, fiaancial status, and living arrangements (Homstein & 



Wapner, 1985). Typically, traditional Me roles and responsibilities-üf-work, family and 

community have kept people involvecl and connecteci. However, these same 

responsibilities of work pmvided individuais little opportunity to direct their own lives. 

For the first the, people are expected to make their own plans and schedules, to enjoy 

their own Company, to make new connections, to form new relationships, and to be 

accepted for who they are as individuais, rather t h  for a title or their place in an 

organization (Hartford, 1984). 

Severai models have been developed that address pre-retirement programs, 

retirement p l d g  or counselling. Mon resean:hers agree on what issues to include in 

retirement planning; but most, in tum, also beseve *ht  the needs of the individual shouid 

be given deference (Tinsely & Schendener-Holt, 1992). When preparing for a major Life 

transition such as retirement, it has been recommended that the planning process begin 

early in We. Fillenbaum (1979) argues that it should start as early as 45 years of age, 

because of the long term preparation needed to establish leisure activity patterns and 

fimucial secutity (Atchley, 198 1; Wehrenberg, 1984; Singleton, 1985). Manion (1 976) 

suggests that information be presented with ample t h e  to explore the emotional aspects 

of retirement Demis (1976) suggests that at least onequarter of the items in the 

programme include identifying the "wants" of the participants. Predominant areas of pre- 

retirement planning should also include hnancial planning, planning for w h e ~  to live in 

retirement, and planning for activities and work dining retirement (Fillenbaum & 



Maddox, 1974; Johnson & Stmther, 1962; Szinovacz, 1982). Little (1993) in her review 

of fiterature on approaches for developing pre-retirement educational programs (PREP) 

found that the retirement period caa be more enjoyable and productive if the retiree has 

participateci in PREP activities. The coDsiderations for plamers of these pmgrams 

involve individuai versus gmup type programs and use of educationai type models. The 

programs shouid include a variety of topics ranging h m  financial planning to leisure 

t h e  activities (Little, 1993). Most pre-retirement programs focus on rnatexial aspects of 

the transition 60m fidl tune employment into retirement. Less attention has been given to 

the psychologicai factors that are of increasing importance in the later years. 

As describeci above, because of the long-term preparation needed to establish 

leisirre activity patterns and financial security, pre-retirement programs should take place 

weil in advance of retirement (Little, 1993). Retirement preparation now generally talces 

place quite late in We, just prior to or even ater retirement, when it rnight be impossible 

or at least difficult for them to be sufEciently effective (Atchley, 1981). Retirees who 

made a graduai transition into retirement as opposed to immediate retirement, have been 

found to have -ter satisfaction during retirement (Quinn, 198 1). Graduai retirement 

creates less discontinuity in an individuai's life than retiring suddenly (George, 1980). 

An additional factor influencing retirement plans is a positive attitude toward 

leisure (Hwalek, Firestone, & Hoflhan, 1982; McPherson & Guppy, 1979; Poitremud, 

Vallery-Masson, Valleron, Demeestere? & Lion, 1979). Beehr's (1986) mode1 suggests 



that having a positive view of leisure may encourage the employee to leave the 

worHorce. Thus, leisure orientation should be included dong with retirement seE 

efficacy and expectations regarding social interactions, a s  measures of psychologid 

factors in studying the effectiveness of pre-retirement pmgrams. 

Anderson and Weber's study (1993) investigated the impact that pre-retirement 

planning has on life satisfaction durùig retirement. Their fhdings indicate that retirement 

preparatory programs are most useful ifthey are perfomed or provided in a timely 

manner (commencing e d e r  in the employment cycle); and effectively address, among 

other topics, health and financial matters pertinent to retirees. Further findings indicate 

that there are sipaüicant clifferences in the Life satisfaction expressed by retirees who 

planned retirement on their own, as compared with those who participated in stmctured 

pre-retirement planning programs, and those who did not plan for retirement. Results of 

the research indicate that self plamers had the highest satisfaction scores. These hdings 

suggest that individuals may e h c e  their likelihood of achieving satisfaction during 

retirement by taking an active role in planning for theV retirement; and should at least 

avail themselves of stn~ctured pre-retirement planning programs if they cannot or do not 

adequately plan on their own. Such fhdùigs indicate that professiods should continue to 

develop more effective retirement prepatory programs. 

The intent of pre-retirement programs is to produce positive results and attitudes 

towards retirement; and to facilitate adjustment. Giordano and Giordano (1983) reviewed 



pre-retirement programs using a comprehensive hmework that assessed the 

effeaiveness of programs. They found that individual retirement cou~selling programs 

predominate; yet group programs meive the stmngest support (Glasmer, 1980; Reich, 

1977). Evaluation of the effectveness of gmup programs has produced muCeci results 

(Kasschau, 1974:63). For exampte, "planning programs that are the most popular or 

common approach to retirement prognuns primarily addresses the practical aspects of 

retirement". The planning rnodel typicaüy presents a view of retirement as an economic 

event that will redt  in material deprivation and a period of biological decline. The 

content includes benefits, physical changes, finances, and legal matters; but dws not 

typicdy include famüy, social relationships, or psychologkd issues (Business Week, 

1 978; Reich, 1 977). This popular approach to pre-retirement pro- has been shown to 

have Iimited effectiveness (Tiberi et al., 1978). Kasschau (1974) reports that these types 

of pro- may be effective in stimulating planning; but are not effective in producing 

positive attitudes toward retirement It has been suggested that retirement planning can 

only be effective when accompanied by a positive attitude (Lumsden, 1978). Despite this 

recommendation, most retirement planning programs do not include discussions that may 

aid in the psychologicai preparation for retirement (Siegel, 1986). Many programs have 

been developed to meet specific organjzational expectations, such as: interest in 

encouraging early retirement; communicating the benefits of retirement plaus in the least 

expensive way; and demonstrating some form of social responsibility. These motives for 



program design are questionable; have proâuced heightened fear and anxiety of 

employees and have reduced their effectiveness on the job during thek last years of 

employment (Giordino & Giordano, 1983). This research suggests negative program 

outcomes are possible, depending on the way a program is conducteci, the nature of the 

content and the fact that attitudes toward retirernent pfesented can p d u c e  ftustrations, 

anxiety and negative attitudes toward retirement (Glasmer, 1980; T b  et. al., 1978). An 

additional concern is that pre-retirement pmognims have not been effective in reaching 

individuais who have the greatest need (those nearing retirement) as most programs 

remain superficial (Atchely, 1977; Bynum, Cooper, & Ac&, 1978; Cokinka, 1973; 

Kasschau, 1974). Greater effdveness of pre-retirement programs can be achieved by 

grounding programs in empirical nmüngs; and by closely examining dinerent models to 

determine their positive features (Giordano & Giordano, 1983). 

Mental Disabiiity and Retirement Planning 

Laughün and Cotten (1994), have conducted a study to identify variables related 

to attitudes toward retirement among older aduits with mental disabilities. The study 

compared non-disabled older aduits with disabled older aduits. It was found that general 

satisfaction with life and feelings of preparedness for retirement were strongly related to 

attitudes toward retirement in both groups. Additional common correlates that were 

significantly related to retirement attitudes in both groups included financial 



preparedness, bealth perceptions, orientation to work, and cornmitment to work. The 

study also found that pre-retirement plannuig was demonstrateci to be a generally 

effective tool for teaching older adults with mental disabilities the options that are 

available during their retirement years. The study concluded that retirement has positive 

implications for most individuais with mental disabilities, particularly if they perceive 

that they are prepared for i t  

Some professionals believe that persans with mental disabilities should not retire 

(WoIfemburger, 1985), assumiag that this stage of üfe consists of unpurposefbi activity 

and passive, uwventful &YS. It is the opinion ofother professionals that persons with 

mental disabiüties should have the same choices as the general ageing population 

(Catapano et al., 1985; Cotten & Spirrison, 1986). The comllary is that, as a person with a 

disability ages, their interest in and capacity for traditional vocational pursuits may 

decline; and there should be alternative leisine activities available (Seltzer & Krauss, 

1987). Despite this philosophical debate, there is a general ageing trend in this population 

and a concurrent increase in retirement alternatives available to them (Cotten & Laughün, 

1 994). 

Recommendations for Effective Models 

Exemplary program models that support older adults with mental disabilities in 

meanin- retirement have been neglected in the literature (Rancourt, 1989; Robert0 & 



Nelson, 1989; Sison & Cotton, 1989). To date, a mode1 that is age appropriate and aging 

sensitive has not been weii developed for petsons with mental disabilities (Hawkins & 

Kultgen, 1991). A major challenge conhnting professionals is to design and deliver 

services that wili enhance the quality of life for members of üiis group. The literature 

highlights some important programming principles, such as norm-tion and social role 

valorkation (Wolfènsberger, 1985), that shouid guide the development of services and 

supports. Major considerations relating to the development of appmpriate retirement 

s e ~ c e s  include ensuring that appmpriate policies and structures are individuaily 

responsive, fe~pecting self determination, promoting community presence and inclusion, 

encouraging independence and enhancing older adults' quality of Me. 

There is a series of retirement preparation training materials entitied "Pre- 

Retirement Assessment and Planning for Older Pemm with Mentai Retardation: 

Curriculum Guide", developed by Cotton, Casey, Laughüa, Gardner & Britt (1991). The 

guide is intended for persons 55 years of age or above who have mild or moderate levels 

of cognitive impairment. The program recognizes that Little consideration has been given 

to retirement planning for pers0n.s with mental disabilities and that many consumers are 

unaware of the tenn "retirement" and it's ramifications (Cotton, et al., 1991). The 

program also recogoizes that a fidl range of options need to be made available so that the 

person retiring can make informed choices and h m  those choices experience novel and 

chalienging community alternatives. The curriculum presents an a m y  of options in the 



areas of living arrangements, &y services including retirement options, recreational and 

leisure senrices, and the support Service which wiU be needed. Using an individiralized 

approach, the Curriculum Guide is based on eight major Me components. They are as 

follows: attitudes and role adjutment; an ovoverview of options; dynamic fitness; Living 

arrangement options; leisure and recreation; work options (paid and non-paid); support 

services; and retirement countdown. Rior to beginning the curriculum a Sre-Retirement 

Knowledge and Prefetence Assesment'' is administered to assess the current level of 

hctioning or knowledge base of the consumer in each of the units of instruction. 

It has been argued that the aging and mental retardation networks can work 

together with respect to ageing persans with mental disabiüties (Anse110 & Rose, 1989; 

Lepore dé Janicki, 1990; McDoweii, 1988; Ossofsky, 1988). Non-disabled older adults 

have similar concerns to those with disabilities, with respect to the need for health 

service, income maintenance and social supports (Gettings, 1988). UtiliPng generic 

services, ensuring age appropriateness of activities and environments, flexibility, 

normalized social engagement with nonaisabled people, and wider integration in the 

community are key issues that need to be considered in facilitating retirement (Hawkins, 

1993). 

Older adults with mental disabilities shouid have the opportuaity to make the 

transition fiom a job-oriented (day program) to a leisure-oriented lifestyle. Even for older 

aduits who have not worked, the retirement years can be viewed as the phase of life when 



individuais have increased W o m  to decide how to spend their time and to choose new 

alternatives for meaaingfbi involvement in society (Browder & Cooper, 1994). Research 

has revealed that leisure satisfaction enhances overall Mie satisfaction during the 

retirernent phase of life for older aduits with, and without, mental disabilities. 

Furthennore, research has supported leisure activity as the leading factor in contn'buting 

to perceptions of satisfaction in later M e  (Kelly, Steinkamp, & Kelly, 1986). 

Older adults with mental disabilities need oppoaunities to receive preparation to 

make the transition h m  a work-(~ne~~td Mestyle to a retirement status, wherein they 

have daiiy choices to pursue activities that promote their sense of involvement and weU- 

being. Leisure skills building is a sipnincant aspect of retirement preparation. T'us, it is 

an important area to fhher explore (Hawkins, 1993). Self awareness, leisure awareness, 

attitudes, choice making skiIls, social interaction, and leisure activity skills are easily 

assessed aspects of aduit development and functioning. These are dso fiuictional areas 

that will benefit older addts in the maintenance of optimal health and weil-being. 

(Hawkins, 1993). 

Description of the Supported Retirement Mode1 

The pinpose of the Supported Retirement Rogram was to assist older aduits with 

mental disabilities to develop a satisfjhg retirement Mestyle. The Supported Retirernent 

Program mode1 consisted of a pre-operational and an operational phase. Priot to the 
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commencement of the program, several prespemtional activities were completed. Part of 

the intemention required access to comrnunity-based programs and activities that were 

available to non-disabled seniors. This included the establishment of a network of 

contacts and program information with community- based senior services. Existing 

recreation, senior and volunteer pmgrams were also assessed for thek suitability for the 

program. Mer potentiai community CesOurces, such as financial mbsidies or wavers for 

consumers' activities, volunteer support and assistance, and potential physical space 

where a consumer couid conduct activities were also identified. Potential barriers to 

service delivery were identifieci through inte~ewing seniors' organhtions and other 

identified resources. 

The operational phase of the progmm consisted of the foilowing components: 

leisure and retirement awareness, self awareness in leisure and retirement, leisure 

opportunities, cornmunity resource awareness, barrier awareness, personal resources and 

responsibility, decision-making, retirement planning (PATH: Planning Alternative 

Tomorrow's with Hope), planning activities, implementing activities (with support if 

required), and foiiow-up support The program components were provided by a CO- 

ordioator and, in some cases, support workers. 

The self and community awarewss components involved the co-ordinator 

together with the consumer exploring potential resources available in the community. 

Resources included: people (niends, family), pro-, volunteer opportunities, 



recreation activities, facilities, money, transportation, and so on. This was achieved 

through one to one weekly sessions with the coordinator. Barriers for each consumer that 

may have prevented his or her participation in a given activity were explored. Strategies 

were also identifieci with the consumer to overcome these barriers. Each consumer spent 

time in the commdty experienchg different options. 

Consumers were also assisted in learning how to make decisions for retirement 

through a decision-making instructional model ('ahon, 1990). Decision-making is 

thought to be the key to enablhg an individuai to make choices; as weli as increasing his 

or her segesteem, selfconfidence, and independence. The optimal scenario was for 

consumers to be able to make decisions independently and to take initiative. Decision- 

making was an opportunity to empower consumen. It was expected that the majority of 

consumers would become interdependent in their decision-making, by making decisions 

with the assistance of others, such as family members or caregivers. Family members, 

support staff, and caregivers also leamed how to use the decision-making model in order 

to facilitate choices and decision-making in other areas of the person's He, and to 

encourage generalization of the individual's decision-making skilis. 

The decision-making instructionai model incorporated idornation related to 

awareness of leisure options, leisure resources and leisine constraints. The decision- 

making model was compnsed of the following four steps: 

a. identify a desired leisure experience; 



b. consider alternatives which satisfy the experience desired; 

c. d e m i  the consequences for each alternative; and 

6 choose an alternative which best satiSnes the desired e>cpence. 

The instructional methodology applîed within the maki involved the use of self- 

control techniques. The intent of self-control training was to achieve internai control 

through extemal procedures @andura, 1976). Self-control training facilitates self- 

determination; and Wehmeyer & Berkobien (1991) have identified self-control as one of 

the three processes criticai to developing seIfdetermination in individuals with mental 

disabilities. 

The next component of the program involved an individuai retirement planning 

process. The PATH (Forest, Pearpoint & O'Brien, 1993), was used as a retirement 

planning tool. The PATH is a visionary, pemn-centred planning tool in which 

consumers develop a plan for their b u e .  The PATH planning process was an obvious 

tool to use as it is based upon a holistic approach. It involved people who knew the 

consumer well, and who were willing to assist Through this process, each consumer was 

able to identify hi* dreams and goals, to review what they were doing at the present, 

to detemine who might assist them with activities, and to outbe what steps they needed 

to take in the fûture in order to reach their goals. Goal areas were broadly focused, 

including finances, support requirements, transportation, fiendships, community-based 

activities, and so on. These steps were M e r  broken d o m  to include: what consumers 



needed to complete in six months, what they needed to do in one month, and what they 

needed to do fkt, in order to reach their goais. As a part of this systemic issues, such as 

implications for theu residence and day programs were addressed. This plan provided the 

consumer with an opportunity to eqlore new ideas, goals and activities in which they 

would Wre to participate. The consumer was Wly involved in the process; and others 

were ptesent to pmvide cues, prompts and support for the individual. 

Following the development of the PATH plan, the consumer was assisted in 

decision- making, planning and implementation of goals identifïed during the planning 

process. Assistance included scheduiing activities, arranging and cosrdinating formal 

and informai supports, and help in developing communication skius, fiiendships, and 

activity-based skills. 

The final component of the supported tetirement model involved the provision of 

ongoing support to ensure assistance was available if required. The fkquency of direct 

support was dependent on the level of individual need. ûngoing support consisted of an 

occasional informai review of options and information covered in the supported 

retirement model. ûngoing support also consisted of informal meetings to discuss the 

individuai's involvements; and to assess his or her overall level of satisfaction. Visithg 

or observhg some of the activities in which the individual was involved, and discussions 

with other people involved, were also included in on-going support. If a problem or need 

emerged, the co-ordinator first tried to encourage the individuai to problem solve on 



h i d m  o m ;  and ody then did she offer increased support and guidance, as required. 

Leisure Education 

The supporteci retirement mode1 as d e s c n i  above is an adaptation of a leisure 

education intervention developed by Buliock, Moms, Mahon, and Jones (1992). Leisure 

education has been described as a comprehensive program used to enhance the quaiity of 

a person's Me through lei- (Chinn and Joswiak, 1981; Gunn and Peterson, 1977; 

Mundy and Odum, 1979; Te&, 1985). The purpose of leinire education is to create 

leisure opportunities through awareness, knowledge and ski11 development, so that 

individuals can pumie leisure independently and use it to maintain physical and mental 

weU-king (Bedini, 1980). Leisure education can be dehed as a process which is 

integrated into recreation or education programs in order to help the individual focus on: 

"what leisure means; what their leisure potentiai is; how to integrate leisure into their 

lifestyle; how to become their own best source of leisure fulnlment; how to act on that 

knowledge" (The ûn&o Ministry of Culture and Recreation, 19785). There are many 

strategies that can be utilized to achieve the remit of an independent leisure lifestyle 

( C m  and Joswiak, 198 1). 

Typical elements of leisure education models include; 1) leisure attiîudes and 

awareness; 2) social interaction skills; 3) leisrire activity skills; 4) self-awareness; 5) 

knowledge of leisure resources; and 6) decision-makitlg (China & Joswiak, 198 1). 



Developing knowledge and skills in each of these areas is a process of education, itself; 

and requires various strategies to achieve the goal of leisure educatioa As leisure 

education focuses on the acquisition of leisure knowledge and leisure s u s ,  educational 

strategies that may be used include behaviowal management, ta& aaalysis, a learning 

centreci approach and individualiseci prescfiptions (Chinn & Joswiak, 198 1). Strategies 

that are typicaiiy used for leisure education are primarily educational in nature, with 

counseiiing applications (JoSVYiak, 1979). Coullselling facilitates the processes of problem 

solving, decision making, and confîict management regardhg leisure interests, 

awareness, values, and opportunities (China & Joswiak, 198 1). 

The underlying conceptual îÎamework of the leisuie education mode1 used in the 

Supported Retirement Program is the concept of ~e~determination (Brown, 1988; Fields 

and Hofian, 1991 ; Ward, 1988). Leisure education is based on a mode1 of self- 

determination through which Uldividuals establish what they need fkom their leisure 

experiences in Life (Mundy & Odum, 1979; T e e ,  1985).The importance of choice and 

self4irection within leisure programs for individuais with disabilities has gained 

increasing recognition (Datillo, 1991). The opportunity to make choices is important 

because it encourages independence, dignity and control over one's We. 

Embedded within the concept of seEdetermination are the principles of 

norm-tion and social role valorization (Wolfensburger, 1977). According to 

Wolfemburger's social role valorization theory (1985), the fundamental goal of services 



for individuais with mental disabilities should be to establish and protect theu positive 

socially valued mies. 

Leisure Needs of OIder Aduits With Mental Disabilities 

Individuais with mental disabilities often have an excess of free time (Wehman & 

Moon, 1985); and may not use their fiee time in constructive ways (Wehman & Schleien, 

198 1). This non-constructive use of fke time is often due to underdeveloped leisure 

skills. Moreover, a lack of perceived freedom, awareness of options, sutFcient 

opportunity and necessary resources may translate into unfulfiled potential for 

experiencing leisure (Jackson, 1988; Schleien Bt Ray, 1988). Barriers to active leisure 

participation include a lack of the adaptive skills needed to: access resources, socially 

move among age peers and others, and to independdy act upon personal interests 

(Birenbaum & Re, 1979; Craps, Langone, & Swaim, 1985; Voeltz, Wuerch, & Wilcox, 

1982). Other signincant variables include awareness of, exposure to, and experience with 

skills needed for n o n n a b d  living, active commmity involvement, and improved quality 

of life (Certo, Schleien, & Hunter, 1983; Scheleien & Ray, 1988). 

Older adults with mental disabilities spend a disproportionate amount of t h e  

either alone, unoccupied or completing routine non-rewarding tasks (Nietupski, Hamre- 

Nietupski & Ayes, 1984). They fïnd themselves excluded h m  "post school" habilitation 

programs and support resources; and have Mted opportunities for activity and peer 



interaction (Nietupski & Svoboda, 1982; Burch, Reiss & Bailey, 1985; M& Nietupski, 

1985). Individuais with mental disabilities can achieve social integration and acceptance 

through h l y  chosen participation in recreation and leisure activities (Sneegas, 1989). 

Yet, many older adults with mental disabilities need support to access integrated 

community opportunities. However, a wide discrepancy exists between the availabiiity 

and the need for support for individuals with mental disabilities (Sneegas, 1989). 

Although many older adults fiace chalienges in pursuing their dreams for 

retirement, these challenges may be more daunting for those with mental disabilities. The 

most common challenges to Leisure participation for older aduits with mental disabilities 

are lack of equipment, lack of kwwledge, problems in making decisions, shortage of 

companionship, and unavailabilty of facütiies (Hawkins, 199 1). Hawkins suggests that 

professionafs serving this population address these barriers through program strategies 

that are aimed at increasing decisionmaking ab- and social interaction SUS. 

Research on leisure coI1StlaiL1ts (Henderson, Stalnaker & Taylor, 1988; Jackson, 

1988, Searle, Jackson & Nilson, 1992; Searle Br Jackson, 1985) indicates that the lack of 

knowledge about where to leam an activity and wtiere to participate in an activity 

significantly coostrains leisure bdiaviour. For individuals with mental disabilities, who 

have a history of extemal contrd in their decision m a l ~ g  experiences, offiering choices is 

not enough to mate a sense of personal control and empowerment. Informed decision- 

making occurs when people have the ability to Merentiate arnong alternatives; and then 



to utilize strategies to select the one choice that is b a t  for them. This requVes structwed 

leamhg for some individuals with mental disabilities (Boyd & Tedrick, 1992). Leisure 

education is one process that focuses on improvhg knowledge; and cm be an effective 

intervention to deal with the effects of these coIistraints. 

Studies show that older adults with mental disabiIities desire expanded 

participation in leisure (Aiderson, 1987; Hawkins, 199 1). Leinire education interventions 

can assist them to develop new skills, explore interests and gain awareness regarding 

community resources. Programs that foster socialkation and community integration 

should be among the priorities of those serving older adults with mental disabiiities 

(Bo yd & Tedrick, 1992). 

Information concemhg leisure patterns and recreation interventions for the 

mentally disabled population is still in its embryonic stage. Little empirïcal evidence 

exists on how leinue can facilitate meeting later Me needs by: a) retirement preparation, 

b) leisure ski11 development, c) maintenance and promotion of physical fitness, d) 

development of fiendship networks, e) community inclusion, f) enhancement of 

residentid environments that foster social network development, and g) promoting the 

empowennent of individuals for ~e~advocacy and selfaetenaination (Hawkins & 

Kultgen, 1991). The application of leisure education in this framework wouid contribute 

to several fiuictional and development needs in later We, which may signifïcantly relate 

to o v e d  quality of Life and perceived Me satisfaction (Hawkins, 1993). 



Reseanh Support 

The Supported Retirement Project chose to utilue a leisure education 

intervention, as the üteratme provides considerable support for the theory that an active 

Mestyle (leisure or recreation participation), is conducive to psychological weil-king 

among older individuals (Casady, 1975; Crandeil, 1980; Nystrom, 1974; Palmore & 

Kivetî, 1977). DeCado (1 974), in his study tbat investigated recreation participation 

patterns and successnil ageing, found a moderate to strong correlation (-48) between 

recreation participation and the criteria of successN aghg (e-g., mental, physical health 

and inteiiectuai performance). Additionai evidence of positive psychological benefits 

fiom leisure participation have been illustrated in the reseruch of Poweil(1974), Diefldr 

and Diesfeldt-Groenendijk (1977), Blurnenthal and Williams (1982), Hitzhsuen (1973), 

Menninger (1942), and Riddkk and Daniel (1984). 

Several authors have snidied the contribution that leisure &es to perceived Me 

satisfaction in the general adult popdation (Havighurst, 1957; Keiiy, Steinkamp, & 

Keliy, 1987; Lawton, Ross, & Fuller, 1986; Mancini & Orthner 1982; McGuire, 1 979: 

Neugarten, 1968; Palmore, 1979; Ray & Heppe, 1986; Riddick & Daniel, 1984; Smith, 

Kielhofber, & Watss, 1986; Sneefas, 1986; Tinsley, Te&, Colbs, & Kaufrilan, 1985). 

Findings h m  their research indicate that perceived life satisfaction is directly and 

positively associated with leisure. Education throughout an individual's We was 

recommended by the United Nations World Assembly on Ageing as a strategy to better 



prepare a person to be creative and innovative with their tirne; as weil as to avoid the risk 

of social marpiaaüzation (National Council on Agehg, Inc., 1982). 

Research has demonstrated that inadequate opportunities exist for choice makuig 

by people with mental disabilities, especiaiiy in the areas of leisine participation, leisure 

skiU development, and overail quality of life (Bambara & Ager, 1992; Dattilo & 

Schleien, 1991; Mahon & Bullock, 1992; Newton, Homer, & Lund, 199 1). Research also 

indicates that when leisure activity choices arr provideci, there is a positive correlation 

with improved psychological perceptions of lie satistaction and weli-king in individuals 

with mental disabiiities (Hutchison dk Lord, 1979; Schalock, Keith., Hoffinan, & Karan, 

1989). Additionaily, research has demomtrated that persons with severe mental 

disabilities are capable of making choices regardhg leisure activities (Dattilo & Bamett, 

1985; DatiUo & Rusch, 19850 Datillo, 1986). 

Enabling individuals with mental disabilities by providing the opportunity to 

participate in decision-making training is one strategy towards empowering individuals to 

become vaiued decision-makers in their own community. The ability to make decisions is 

a crucial aspect of seffkieterminhg behaviour. However, few individuals with mental 

disabilities have the opportunity to make decisions (Ward, 1988). According to Bullock 

(1988) and Guess, Benson, and SiegelCausey (1985), much has ken accomplished in 

teaching specific skills to individuais with mental disabilities; but very Little has been 

done in terms of teaching these individuals how to make a decision or choice. As a result, 



there is a research emphasis on decision-malring for individuals with mental disabilities 

(Houghton, Bronicki, & Guess, 1987; Nietupski et al., 1986; Benson and Siegel-Causey, 

1985). It was the intent of the Supporteci Retirement Program mode1 to enable 

participants to becorne M y  empowered, so that they make important decisions with 

respect to their retirement. 

Developing personal autonomy, including the opportunity to make choices, is a way of 

enhancing ones quality of life (Brannermm, Sheldon, Sherman, & Harcbick, 1990; 

Landesman, 1986; Newton & Horner, & Lund, 1992; Shelvin & Klien, 1984). Reseatch 

has demonstrated that the a sense of autonomy impmves one's perceptions of self worth 

and persona1 dignity @Ioughton, Bmnicki, & Guess, 1987). 

Leisure education is a means to increase both the quantity and quality of leisure 

experiences. Backman and Manneil (1986) demoostrated the success that a leisure 

education program had in increasing leisure participation and satisfaction for oider 

individuals Living in a nming home setthg. Leisure education can assist older aduits 

with disabilities to develop social skills and enhance learning; and can facilitate the 

integration of disabled persons into the mainStream of community Me (Collard, 198 1). 

Social Validation Reserrrch 

The purpose of social validation research is to assess the social importance of the 

effects, the social signincance of the goals, and the appropriateness of the procedures of 



an inwvention/ptogram (.din, 1977; Wolf, 1978). Social vaüdation is an important 

procedure as it assesses the social importance of behaviors, easiires that the outcomes of 

an i n t e d o n  are of practical value to stakeholders, and ad& subjective data to 

objective data (Baer, Wolf, & Risely, 1968; 1987). It has been recommended that social 

validation ~search be part of objective e5cacy based re~eatcb (Wolf, 1978; Bernstein, 

1989; Fuqua & Schwadey 1986; Mithaug & Hanawalt, 1978). Social validity assessments 

are proposed on the assumptioa that a program's effectveness would be measured as 

directiy, behaviorally, objectively, and reliably as possible; and that social validity wouid 

be assessed as an issue not relevant to the program's effectiveness, but to its viability 

(Schwartz & Baer, 199 1). 

Story and Homer (1 99 1) reviewed social validation studies that featured the 

inclusion of persons with disabilities. They found that, in response to changes in the field 

(such as the ernphasis on inclusion, empowennent and normalilation), the need to expand 

evaluation procedures to include persons with disabilities had been identined. The 

idonnation generated fiom these types of tesearch initiatives can help develop 

approaches to service delivery that are considered to be e f f i v e ,  appmpriate and 

valuable by consumers ( Storey and Homer, 199 1). 

Measuring the social significance of the goals can be accomplished through the 

use of questionnaires and Likert-type scales (Kaulin, 1980). The use of multiple 

stakeholders or groups is recommended; as this may help to ensure that a wide variety of 



viewpoints are consided when determining if the goals of an intervention are socidy 

important (Storey & Horner, 199 1). 

The measutement of the social validation of procedures ensures that the 

intervention prïonties are not defined arbitrarily or restrictively (Chdsey-Rusch & 

Rusch, 1986) and their use may increase the probability of effective and acceptable 

intewentions (Reimers, Wacker, & Koeppl, 1987). Unsuitable teacbing methods and 

procedural abuses aimed at petsons with disabüities in the past, point to the signincance 

and importance of measuring the social validity of procedures (Guess, Heimstetter, 

Turnbuii, & Knowltou, 1987). The appropriateness of programs and services for people 

with disabilities continues to be a controversial issue. The process of validating 

intervention procedures offers a methodology for socidy valïdating decisions (Storey & 

Homer, 199 1). It has been suggested that unless a process has been socially validated by 

ali constituents, it should not be implemented on a broad scale (Wolf, 1978). 

Storey and Homer's (1 99 1) study indicates that the appropriateness of programs 

for persors with disabiiities can be socially validated. The most popuiar techniques 

utîiized were those developed by Kazdin, (1980), followed by questionnaires and Likert- 

type sale formats. Kazdia developed a measurement device to assess the acceptabüity of 

a treatment to ensure that it was appropriate to the problem, and considered fair and 

reasonable. The devise he developed consisted of an evaluation inventory that included 

items tbat appeared on "face validity" to be related to client evaiuation of the 



intervention. The measurement of acceptability, r e f d  to as the Treatment Evaluatioo 

Inventory, required subjects to rate the items on a Lücert-type format. The item contents 

were illustrateci by questions asking subjects to rate how acceptable treatment was, how 

willing they would be to carry out the procedure, how suitable the procedure would be for 

other clients with problems other than those described in the study, and how much the 

subject liked the procedure (Kazdin, 1980). Similar to Kazdin's approach to measuring 

the acceptability of an intervention, the researcher posed similar questions by adapting a 

standardized client satisfaction questionnaire ushg a Likert-type scale.. 

Finally, the measurement of the social importance of effects should involve as 

many stakeholder groups as possible, as this d l  inmase the exteniai vatidity of the 

findîngs (Voeltz, Wuerch, & Bockhaut, 1982; White & Rusch, 1983). Furthennoce, it is 

also crucial that there be multiple sources of correlational data Social validity data is 

more useful when it is used in combination with objective data. Because there may be 

discrepancies between direct observation and self-report data, social validation should 

add to, rather than replace, "hard" data (Schnelle, 1974). 

Social Vaüdity and The Supporîed Retirement Program 

Clearly it is important to measure the social validity of a new intervention such as 

the Supported Retirement Program. The Supported Retirement Program is a direct result 

of the growing pressure to meet the new and emerging aeeds of older aduits with mental 



disabilities. With a new program is a corresponding need to expand evaluation procedures 

that wili include persans with mental disabilities. As stated in Chapter One the purpose 

of this study was to assess the social validity of the Supported Retirement Program for aii 

key stakeholders including the consumers who üve with a mental disability. Using Wolf's 

m e m e n t  dimensions the research study investigated the social importance of the 

effects, the social signincrmce of the goals, aad the appmprïateness of the procedures of 

the Supporied Retirement Program (Kazdin, 1977; Wolf, 1978). 



Research Questions 

As previously discussed, the purpose of this research project mis to measure the social 

validity of the Supported Retirement Model. Based on Woif's (1978) dimensions of 

measuring social validation, the following reseatch questions were addressed: 

1. To what extent did consurners, f d e s ,  sentice providers, government 

representatives and representatives of seniors' organizations valw the goals of 

the Supported Retirement Project? Problems or issues concedg the goals, and 

additionai goals considered to be appropriate were also investigated. Did the five 

stakeholder groups identifieci value each of the goals the same or differently? 

2. Was the supported retirement process (intervention) perceived as valuable 

(usefid, meaningful and appropnate) by consumers and service providers? I f  so, 

how? Did consumers a d  senice providers consider the intervention procedures 

(awareness, decision-rnakiDg, planning, and implementation of activities) 

acceptable? Did consumers value the intervention differently than senrice 

providers? 



3. To what extent were co~lsumers, famiües, service providers, government 

representatives and seniors' organizations satisfied with the Supported Retirement 

Program resuits andlor outcomes, including any unpredicted outcomes? 

Sample 

In 1996, the Manitoba Deparmient of Family Services identified 12 1 older adults 

with mental disabilities who were 55 years or older, and iived in Winnipeg. These 12 1 

individuais were, at the tirne, participating in work related &y programs as no options for 

retirement supports or services existed. The research project selected 1 O of the 12 1 

individuais to participate in the project The project was luaited to 10 consumers, due to 

the limited tesources provided by the department to support the project 

W i i p e g  region f d y  services workers were asked to refer appropriate 

candidates to the program based on the following selection criteria: the consumer must be 

participating in a &y service (access to bding), the consumer had indicated an interest 

in retiring; and the consumer mut have a supportive network to explore retirement 

options. One consumer who met ai i  of the above-noted criteria was only 52 years of age. 

The coordinator, together with a f a d y  setvices representative, selected the ten 

consumers nom 18 referrais received h m  the f d y  s e ~ c e  workers. In addition to 

meeîing the above-noted criteria, the pmject selected consumers who would be 

representative of the various types of &y seMces (ie. day activity program, sheltered 



workshop), the variety of residentiai options (foster? independent, and p u p  home), and 

who would ref let  diffkrent levels of support needs (hi& medium, and low). 

The ten individuais and their demographic characteristics are depicted in Table 

No. 1. 

lhkMDcawiabie-Q€PronrimPirheiDia*r . . 
el@ 

Mean Age: 
Standard Deviation: 
Minimum Age: 
Maximum Age: 

Gender: 
Males: 
Females: 

Support Requirements: 
High: 
Medium: 
Low: 

Residence: 
Group Home: 
Foster Home: 
S u p e ~ s e d  Apartment: 
Mer  (ie. Rm. & Board) 

Day Program: 
Sheltered Workshop: 
Day Activity Centre: 
Home-based: 

Through the refend process, the key family member was identined by the family 
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service worker in consuitation with the consumer and/or the residentid setvice provider. 

A total of ody six f d y  members were identifid as four of the co~~umers did not have 

a f d y  member invoived in their lives. Only two farnily members participated in the 

project Of the foin who did not participate, one wrote a letter stating that the consumer 

(sibling) is not cognitively capable of participating in the project and therefore the famiy 

member would not participate. Another siLing, when contacted about the mail-out 

survey, stated that the project was a waste of time and refused to participate. Another 

family mernber, who iived outside of the city, did not respond to any letters or telephone 

cails. Finally one family member did not respond to any letters and was not able to be 

reached by telephone as she had an uniisted telephone number. The family service worker 

advised the researcher not to pursw this family member as this individd had a 

signiûcant mental health condition. It is possible that the unenthusiastic family membea 

and those who viewed the consumer as incompetent chose not to participate in the study. 

This lack of participation on behalfof f d y  members may have resulted in an attrition 

bias as this group was not representative; and was likely to be more positive about the 

social validity of the program thaa the entire eligible group of family members would 

have been.. 

In total, nine govemment representatives were involved in îhe project. Each 

consumer had an assigned f d y  service worker, responsible for providing case 

management services. However, only seven f d y  service workers were hvolved in the 



study, as some of the consumers shared the same f d y  senice worker. Two 

representatives fiom the Program Directorate Onice of Comrnunity Living and 

Vocational Rehabilitation, Manitoba Department of Family Services were also involved 

in the study. Directorate &are responsLble for policy and program coordination for the 

department and were assigned O monitor the project's policy, program and cost 

implications. These two individuais only provided data related to the first research 

question, These individuais were assigneci to the project a f k  hding was made available 

fkom the Minister of Family Services. 

A total of 14 service providem were involved in the project. Service providers are 

non-profit agencies ihat manage and provide residential and day/vocational programming 

and support to individuals with disabilities. The Department of Family Services contracts 

with these agencies to detiver these services. Each consumer received services nom both 

a day service provider and a residential service provider (or proctor). Two consumers 

received services fiom the same agency, thus, reducing the total number of senice 

providers involved in the pmject. One senice provider chose not to participate in the 

study as he felt that the program was a 'kaste of time" for the participant. One residential 

agency representative did not participate in the study as the consumer changed residences 

during the program. The consumer's new residentid service provider indicated that they 

had not known the consumer long enough to be able to meanjngfdiy participate in the 

study. A total of six day service providers, five residential providers, and three proctors 



who currently provided supports to program consumers were involved in the project. A 

key staffmember h m  each of the service providers was identined thugh the r e f e d  

process; and represented their agency in the project. 

The pmject also involved s e v d  mainstream seniors' organizations in W'ipeg. 

Agencies providing senior senices were identifiai and contacted by telephone and foliow 

up visits. Orghtion directors were informeci about the Supporied Retirernent Program; 

and they were asked to attend an infiormation meeting. A total of nine seniors' 

organizations were involved in the project, and included: Age and Opportunity Centres in 

Winnipeg; Creative Retirernent Inc.; Lion's Place; St. James Seniors Centre; Manitoba 

Society of Seniors; Main Street Senior Centre; S e k k  Avenue Senior Centre; Gwen 

Sector Centre; and North Centennial Seniors Association. The agencies provided easy 

access to their program and services for participants, identined related issues and 

barriers, facilitated integration, and provided information on additional resources and 

opportunities for participants. Agencies were also asked to respond to the research survey 

on the goals of the Supported Retirement Program. A total of six senior organizations 

responded to the research survey. Three orghtions did not participate in the study due 

to changes in sMhg. 

Comidedons for Intemewing Individuais with Mental Dbabüities 

The importance of including the input of individu& with mental disabilities 



canot be overstated. Reseaichers, however, must be aware of the many issues involved 

in implementing interviews wÏth this population. There have been only a few studies 

conducted on the methodology of intervi-ewing persons with mental disabilities (Heal & 

Sigelmaa, 1990). The existhg studies focus on issues in the following areas: the selection 

of respondents; the interview design; reliability; and validity. 

Accordùig to Malik, Ashton-Shaeffer & Kle'ber, (1991), for interviews to be 

useful and to povide diable and valid data, respondents must have the ability to 

understand the questions asked, and to accurately convey fsts and opinions. Typidy ,  

the higher the level of intelligence, the more discrimimting the respondents and the lower 

the probability of acquiescence (Sigelman, et al., 1 983). Furthemore, research indicates 

that it is not feasible to interview individuals with profound mental disabilities. 

(Sigelman, et al., 1981~). 

There are typicaily three formats for interview questions: yes-no/either-or; 

muitiple-choice; or open-ended. Previous studies outhe the advantages and 

disadvantages of each format (Si gelman et al., 198 1 a, 1 98 1 b, 198 1 c; Sigelman, Budd, 

Winer, Schwnrock & Martin, 1982; Sigelman, Wimer and Schoenrock, 1982). The 

research clearly indicates that ''yedno and "either/or" questions are the easiest type of 

questions for individuals with cognitive disabilities to m e r .  More dficdt, however, 

but with less chance of acquiescence, are multiple choice questions and Likert-type sale 

items. Research indicates that Likert-type rating scales can be successfidly completed by 



individuals with mental disabilities (Asher, Singleton, Tinsely, & Hymel, 1979; Hymel, 

1979; Hymel, 1983; Tarnowski, Holden & Prim, 1986). 

ûpen-ended questions are the most diffIcult; yet offer the least chance for 

acquiescence (Sigelman, Budd, Wulet, Schoenmck, Mark, 1982). Accoring to Malik, 

Ashton-Shaeffer, & déeiber (1991), few people with mental disabilities have the readhg 

or writing skills necessary to complete a research questionnaire. However, many of these 

individuais have the communication skills needed to answer appropriately stated 

interview questions. Even though limitations do exist, Sigelman et al. (1983) reported 

that i n t e~ews  are a promising and usable method of data collection for people with 

mental disabilities. Moreover, interviews produced more valid responses as they enabled 

the subject matter to be reviewed in more depth than questiontiaires, and also provided 

for the opportunity to correct misunderstandings on the part of the respondent (Sommer 

& Sommer, 1986). 

A potential reliability issue in interviewhg persons with mental disabilities is 

interview-reinterview (test-tetest) reliability. Studies testing the consistency of responses 

over time involving individuals with mental disabilities, fond that ". . . what mentally 

retarded persons say one week is Lilrely to be quite similar to what they say the next 

week" (Sigelman, et al., 1983, p.20). 

Another possible reliability issue is that of inter-rater agreement, due to the 

possibility of enor in data collection. Errors may occur when recording respondents' 



ansvers, or when documenting respondents' actions, or when interviewers make a 

judgement about the strength or conviction ofresponses (Malik, et ai., 1991). Although 

the data collection strategy for this study did not require judgements on the interviewer's 

part regarding the strength or conviction of responses, the researcher none-the-less 

avoided this reliability issue, by not only manuaiiy recording d responses; but also tape 

recording all  interviews. This provideci the researcher with the capacity to review each of 

the written responses and compare it with the recorded responses. 

Malik et al., (1991) identify two validity issues that may create biased responses. 

The first is the issue of acquiescence. Acquîescence - the tendency to answer yes-no 

questions aflhatively, regardles of their content - is more common among mentaDy 

disabled respondents than in the general population (Rosen, Floor, Br Zisfeh, 1974); and 

is a serious enough issue to invaiidate yes-no questions, despite the fact that they are 

associated with the highest rates of tesponsiveness (Sigelman, et-al., 198 1). The second 

vaiidity issue is that of respondents' potential concern for interviewer acceptance. 

Respondents with mental disabilities are more likely to display attitudes and behavioun 

which they believe will meet with appfoval, particdarly if they perceive the interviewer 

as having power over them (Wyngaarden, 198 1) 

Several authors have developed recommendations to consider, when developing 

assesment, evaluation and research instruments that enhance the validity and reliability 

of participants' responses to the iastniment. For example, Malik? Ashton-Schaeffer, and 



Kleiber (1991) make the foliowhg recornmendations: have detailed information on the 

level of cognitive Unpairment and wmmUZUcation skills of each respondent, consider 

question formats when examining re-interview reliability, to ensure validity triangulate 

data collection with other methods7 and nnally, ensure that interviews are conducted by 

trained individuaIs. Heal and Sigelman (1990) M e r  recommend that mearchers: (a) 

rely on multiple choice questions; (b) accompany questions with pictutes whenever 

feasible; (c) complement closed ended questions with open-ended questions; (d) build 

iato the process checks for response bis;  and (e) supplement participant interviews with 

alternative data gathering techniques . 

For the purposes of this researcb, the researcher was able to acquire detailed 

information regarding the respondents' level of cognitive hctioning and 

communication skiils through the referral form and discussions with the project CO- 

ordïnator. The researcher also relied on a variety of question formats and accompanied 

questions with pictures when inte~ewing consumers. To address the issue of participant 

understanding of questions7 the researcher, when appropnate asked a question in a 

different way to ensure that the consumer understood what was being asked. The 

researcher also had extensive training and work experience in working with individuais 

with mental disabilities, 

TrUngdation 

The research design involved triangulation, as information was collected nom 



more than one source and different types of methods were u t i b d .  Tnangulation 

addressed systematic error by using s e v d  distinct research methods to coiiect the same 

information (Rubin & Babbie, 1989). The research did not rely exclusively on one 

particuiar m e m .  The research questions were administered to selected stakeholders, 

and the methodology consisteci of both qualitative and qmtitative processes. Qualitative 

methods were selected as they permitted the researcher to study the issue in depth and in 

detd, as the data collection was not constrained by predetermined categories of andysis. 

The researcher also made use of quantitative methods that enabled statistical cornparison 

and eggregation of the data (Patton, 1990). 

Instrumentation 

The following surveys were developed to address each of the t h e  research 

questions that also correspond to Wolfs (1978) three levels of social validation. The 

surveys also incorporated suggestions made by Storey & Homer (1991) in their 

evaluative review of social validation research involving persans with disabilities. The 

fïrst survey assessed the social validity of the goal statements, and the second m e y  

explored the appropnateness of the intervention strategies; while the third s w e y  

investigated the social importance of the outcomes of the Supported Retirement Program. 

The surveys were administered to coflsutllers, family members, services providers, 

govemment representatives, and generic senior orgarhtions. 



Pre-test of Instrumentation 

Prior to adrninistering the sinveys, each survey was pre-tested with two adults 

with mentai disabilities, two f d y  members and two service providers, to ensure that the 

language of the document was at a level appropriate for ail subjects to understand, and to 

ensure that the orîgiaal intent and purpose of the statements and questions were 

understood. Two adults with mental disabilities who had similar abilities to those in the 

project (who were not participants in the Supported Retirement Program) were selected 

nom Sturgeon Creek Enterprises Inc. (SCEI) clients. Similady, two f d y  rnembers 

(who were not involved in the project), and two professional service providers were 

selected h m  those involved with SCEI to pre-test the same instruments. The format for 

the pre-test was an in-person interview. The researcher nrSt administered the pre-test to 

commets. In the event that a consumer did not undentand a question, the researcher 

attempted to re-word the question until it was clearly understood. To ensure that the 

consumer understood a re-worded question, the =searcher asked the question again at a 

later point in the interview. The pre-test with consumers resulted in some minor 

modifications in the wording of specific questions. Once the pre-tests were complete 

with the consumers, the modified instruments were then administered to the family and 

govemment representatives. There were no M e r  modifications required fiom these 

representatives. 



Resemch Question #1: 

To measure the extent that consumers, fiimiy members, service providers, 

govemment repiesentatives and seniors' orgarhtions valued the goals of the Supported 

Retirement Project, a subjective evaluation survey was developed. The survey consisted 

of the eleven goai statements outliaed in Smey  #1 in Appendix 2. FoIIowing each goal 

statement, was a categorïcal List of response possibilities: "How do you feel about the 

following goal? Would you say that it is (a) very important, (b) çomewhat important, (c) 

not at ail important". A thRe point Likert-type sale was selected as it pmvided more 

information then a simple yes or no questionnaire; and was not too complicated in the 

number of response options. Questions requiring choice among four alternatives can be 

ciifficuit to m e r  for individuais with more severe cognitive impairments meal and 

Sigelman, 1990) . AAer rating the feelings of importance towards a particula. goal 

statement, subjects were asked to elaborate on thei. cbsen response. For example, "What 

is or isn't important about the goal?". This provided a more thorough understanding of the 

reasons why respondents rated in a particular mannef. 

Some individuais with mental disabilities have difficulty in attributing consistent 

meaning to quantitative words and phrases (Sigelman, 1983). For respondents who 

experienced this tiifficuity, the response alternatives were dso provided in pichire format. 

The researcher asked: Which picture shows how you feel about .......... ? Point out the 

picture." (sad face, neutral face, happy face). According to Sigelman, (1983) the use of 



pictures increases respome rates. 

Resewch Question #2 

A second survey was developed for the second research question that measured 

the perceiveci value and importance of the Supportecl Retirement Program model pmcess 

(intervention) by consumers and service pmviders. In addition to measuring the 

importance of the process, the second survey also measured if the program was 

implemented as planned. The researcher was interested in exploring the extent to which 

consumers and service providers valued the awareness and decision making phase of the 

model, planning and problem solving, the planning process itself(PATH), and support 

(assistance) received. The researcher selected an interview guide approach that asked 

interviewees to subjectively assess the usefulness of the intervention strategies. The 

interview guide consisted of a List of questions that arc outhed in Survey #2 (in 

Appendix 2) that were explored in the course of the interview (Patton, 1990). The 

interview guide (swey) was prepared to ensure that basically the same information was 

obtained fkom a number of people by covering the same material. This qualitative 

approach was helpful for interviewhg people with disabilities as the interviewer 

remained fiee to build a conversation within particdar subject areas, to word questions 

in a more understandable format and to establish a conversational style (Patton, 1990). 

Due to the iimited verbal and written comptehension ski11 of consumers, a standardized 



interview approach was wt appropriate (Sigelman, 1983). In person interviews 

administered to persons with mental disabilities almost inevitably involve some 

branching in the interview schedule (Sigelman et al., 1983)Xhis qualitative methodology 

was selected as the tool for answering this research question as it began with the 

assumption that the perspectives of consumers and service providers were meaningful, 

knowable, and able to be made explicït (Patton, 1990). Interview data enabled the 

researcher to capture the detailed perspectives of collsumers and service providers. 

The questions in the interview guide survey were worded in a completely open 

ended format When clear and detailed information was not received fiom a question, 

specific probes werp used For example, detail oriented probes such as asking; when, 

who, what, where, or how and elaboration probes such as, "Can you say more about 

that?", were utilïzed. (Patton, 1990). Each respondent was asked the same questions, 

thereby incteasing the comparability of responses. The data were complete for each 

subject, on the topics siddressed in the interview (Patton, 1990). 

Research Question #3 

To adcùess the third research question that measured overall attitudes towards the 

outcomes of the Supported Retirement Program, the fesearcher chose to mod@ a 

standardized client satisfaçton questionnaire. The Client Satisfaction Questionnaire 

(CSQ-8) developed by Attkisson & Zwick (1 982) was used to determine the satisfaction 



levels that each of the subjects expressed towards the outcomes of the Supported 

Retirement Program. The rndifïed CSQ-8 consisted of eight questions with each 

containing a three point Likert-type scale. Depending on the nature of the question, the 

response categories on the d e s  varied. 

The CSQ-8 was a useful measure of general satisfacton, as it has established 

reliability and validity. Intemal consistency has been reported as .93 and -92 (Larsen, 

Ankisson, Hargreaves, Nguyen, 1979). Furthemore, the CSQ-8 has demonstrated 

constnict validity (Larsen et. al., 1979). The scale was appropriate for this study as it was 

used to determine subgroups of dissatisfied consumers in the program; and compared 

ciifferences of opinions between the commers and other stakeholders. The CSQ-8 aiso 

revealed aspects of service delivery with which consumers and others were less satisfied. 

It has been demonstrated that it takes a client oniy three to eight minutes to complete 

(Attkisson & Zwick, 1982). This was an efficient and ideai time hune, as this was the 

second or third survey for some of the subjects. 

There are, however, several limitations in îhe use of client satisfaction surveys. 

F h ,  some question the ability of clients to make valid discriminations between 

satisfactory and unsatisfactory programming. Client satisfaction scaies routinely r e d t  in 

only measuring gross satisfaction or dissatisfaction (Larsen, etal., 1979). Specinc 

program component measurements are highly correlated with overail judgements. 

Additional limitations of client satisfaction surveys include the fact that they are 



invariably positive and that they aiso have a tendency towards a sample b i s .  Sample bias 

occurs when the consumers who respond to the survey may not represent aii coIlSUmers, 

but may represent an over sampling of the more satisfied (hkKillip, 1987). Finaliy, client 

satisfaction surveys, when administered at the time of service use, are potentidy reactive 

(McKillip, 1987). Respondents have a tendency to say what they think their teacher or 

therapist want to hear. In light of these limitations, there are some recommended 

strategies that may increase the usefulness ofconsumer surveys. These strategies include 

the following: focus on dissatisfaction through the use of open-ended questions and by 

examination of relative satisfaction, include specinc questions about barriers to senrice, 

and examine satisfaction trends over time (Larsen et ai, 1979). The research project was 

able to incorporate the k t  two recornmendations in the design of the study. For 

example, survey #2 utilues open- ended questions and includes an examination of 

barriers. The research project time m e  did not aliow for satisfaction to be measured 

over tirne. 

In order for co~lsumers to comprehend the questions posed, and the range of 

responses presented in the CSQ-8, the instrument was eaiislated hto "plain language". 

The translated document was pre-tested concurrentiy with suney # 1, using the identical 

process outlined for swey #1. In addition, because the intervention was not problem 

focused, the original question s u  which asked, "Have the seMces you received helped 

you deal more effectively with your problems?", was removed fiom the questionnaire. 



Three questions were added (#7, #8 & #9) that addresd satisfacton specific to the 

cornponents of the intervention. The questions in the CSQ-û were also slightly varied for 

senice providers, fiunily members and goveniment representatives. SimiIar to S w e y  #1, 

a three point Likert-type scale was dewloped as it was not too compiicated in the number 

of response options. Questions requiring céoice ammg four alternatives c m  be diffcuit 

to atlswer for petsons with severe cognitive impairments (Heal and Sigelman, 1990) . 

Data Gathering 

R e s e d  Question #1 

The survey for the first research question was administered to consuners, f d y  

members, sentice providers, govemment representatives. and generic senior 

organhtioas. The survey was administered to consumers using in-person interviews. 

These meetings twk place in the participants' homes or in the communiîy. In cases 

where a participant was uuable to answer questions due to communication diniculties, an 

advocate assisted on his or her behalf. Specifïcdy, this involveci the advocate 

a s c e r t a i n i n ~ c l ~ g  what a consumer was communicating, when the researchet was 

not able to understand the consumer. In-person interviews were necessary for this group, 

as the majonty of participants had Iimited literacy skilis. A mail survey was not 

appropriate as consumers would have to reiy on others to adminider the -y, and this 

would have redted in a l o s  of control as to how the questions were asked and anmered. 



Furthemore, the response rate of a mail survey would have iikely been lower, which 

would have serious1y compromised the stipdy, given that there were ody ten participants. 

In-person interviews also enabled the tesearcher to coiiect "richer &tafr by probing 

people to fkîher understand the response concerning how they felt about a particula. 

goal. The researcher and/or co-ordiaator contacted each consumer to arrange a mutually 

convenient interview thne and place. 

Concurrent to the inoperson interviews with coasumers, the survey instrument was 

mailed to the family members, service providers, govemment representatives, and gewric 

seniors' organizations. Each of the individuals involved were introduced to the Supported 

Retirement Program through a variety of bsenrice contacts. A mail m e y  was selected 

as a total of 34 surveys were sent out, and this method aiiowed for a more efficient use of 

the .  Data coileetion through in-pason inteniews or telephone interviews would have 

likely been more t h e  consumuig. A mail siwey was more convenient to those listed 

above, as they were able to complete it at their convenience, rather than scheduling an 

appointment with them in what might have been extremely busy scheduies. A covering 

letter was enclosed that provideci detailed instructions on how to self administer the 

survey. Instructions outüned in the letter varieci depending on the condtuency. Upon 

completion of the survey, subjects were asked to mail it back in a ~e~addressed, stamped 

envelope. One week after the survey was maileci, a post card reminder (or telephone d l )  

was sent to all subjects. 



Due to the Limited size of the overall sample, the research could not afFord 

signincant attrition. Therefore, the researcher did not rely solely on the mail survey. In 

the event that a respondent did not a survey. the researcher contacted the 

respondent by telephone to remind him/her to send in their swey. In some cases, the 

respondents misplaceâ the siirvey and comequetltly required the tesearcher to -mail it. 

In some cases, a second foilow-up telephone cal1 was required to remind the respondents 

to submit their m e y s .  A total of three respondents did not respond to the survey. Ali 

three of the subjects happened to be representatives of seniors' organizations. A follow- 

up telephone c d  revealed that of the three individuals, two were no longer employed by 

the organization, while the rernaining person indicated that their knowledge of this 

program was extremely Limited. The orgauizations did not assign new staff 

representatives to the project. 

Resemch Question #2 

The insinunent for the second research question was administered to consumers 

and senice providers. These groups were selected as they are the most familar with the 

intervention process. Govemment representatives, f d y  members and generic seniors' 

organkations did not possess adequate information or direct expience with the 

Supporteci Retirement Program intervention necessary to adequateiy reçpoad to this 

research question. For consumen, the survey was administered immediately foilowing 



the fkst survey at the in-pemn interview. The process and interview format was the same 

as outlined for survey #1. Telephone interviews were arrangeci with the service providers 

to administer the instnunent. The researcher not only m a n d y  recorded aii responses; 

but ais0 tape reconled d interviews. Foilowing each interview, the tape recorded data 

was transcrr'bed and compared to the manually recorded responses. 

In the event that some of the subjects were not able to answer questions regarding 

program implementaîion, the tesearcher reviewed the log book kept by the program co- 

ordinator. The log book contained detailed descriptive information on program 

implementation for each consumer. 

Resemch Question #3 

The third survey (modified CSQ-8) was administered to consumers, family 

members, service providers, and govenunent representatives. Similar to Surveys #1 and 

#2, the modified CSQ-8 was admlliistered in-person to consumers. The modined CSQ J 

was the finai survey adrninistered to consumers at the schedded meeting. The process 

and interview format was the same as oritlined for nirvey #1. 

The modined CSQ-8 survey was d e d  to family members, s e ~ c e  providers, 

and govemment representatives. The survey was included/attached together with survey 

#1, for govemment representatives and for f d y  members. For service providers it was 

attached to surveys #1 and #2. Detailed instnictions were included in the covering letter, 



and the identicai process as outlined in survey #1 was foilowed. 

Data A n d y s i s  

Resemch Question #Ir 

Given the ordinality and limited range of the rating sales, the data results h m  

survey #1 were anaiyzeâ using meàians, means, standard deviations, and fiequencies for 

each of the items in the scale for consumen, f d y  members, service providers, 

govemment representatives and generic senior organizations. Non-parametric çtatistical 

anaiysis was used to determine if there were any signiscaut ciiffierences among group 

responses in the survey. Post hoc analysis utilizing multiple Mann-Whitney U tests were 

w d  to determine which groups differed for each of the analyses in which overall 

differences were identified as significant using a Kniskal-Wallis test. The alpha level 

was -05 (two-tailed) for the Kniskal-Wallis test; and .O05 (two-tailed) was used for the 

ManmiWhitney U tests to account for unplannecl multiple tests. To correct for multiple 

comparisons the overall alpha level of .O5 was divided by the number of comparisons (1) 

to yield -005. 

The qualitative data was d y z e d  using inductive development of categories and 

relating categories to each other to develop themes. In-group and inter-gmup 

differences were identified. Key themes were identified across individuals in each of the 

groups. Key themes were also identified and compared between each of the groups. 



Descriptors of key themes differentiated the groups and indicated where they did agree 

(Mahon, Bdock, Luken, 1994; Guba, 1978). 

Research Question #2: 

The data recorded h m  the interviews conducted with the consumers and senrice 

providers were cross-case anaiyzed (Patton, 1990). The responsa k m  each of the 

subjects on each of the questions were grouped together and compared Aoalysis began 

with a description of the variations in answers to the common questions. 

Unmediately foiiowing the interviews, the data generated was checked to ensine it 

was complete. Next, the &ta was transcribed fiom the recorded tapes. Content analysis 

was used to idente, code and categorize the primary patterns in the data The piupose of 

this was to search for patterns and themes across the cases. To classi@ the data, the 

researcher used Guba's (1978) steps for converting data into systernatic categones of 

analysis. This began by looking for recurring themes in the data. Regularities represented 

pattems that then were sorted into categones, and categories were then judged by interna1 

homogeneity and external heterogeneity. Once the classification systems were 

developed, priorities were estabfished to determine which categones were more important 

than others. Prioritizing was done according to dience, credibility, uniqueness, heuristic 

vaiue, feasibiiity, special interests, and materiality of classification schemes. The set of 

categones was then tested for completeness (Patton, 1990). The d y s i s  was complete 



when the al l  data was reviewed, and the sets of categories were saturated so that new 

sources led to redundancy; and clear reguiarities emerged (Guba, 1978). 

Research Questio~ #3: Modlified CSQ-8 S d e :  

The data analysis for the modified CSQ-8 d i s  involved computing the median, 

mean, fkquencies and standard deviations for each of the four groups of subjects. A 

Kniskai Wallis test was used to determine ifthere were any signifiant ciiffierences among 

groups' respomes on each of the surveys. The KruskaLWaiiis alpha level was -05 (two- 

tailed). Post hoc analysis, utiliPng multiple Mann-Whitney U tests was used to 

determine which groups differed for each of the group comparisons which were identifïed 

as coataining significant overd differences ushg the Kruskal Wallis test. A two-tailed 

alpha level of .O08 was used for each Mann-Whiteny U-tests to account for multiple 

comparisons. This was dculated by dividing the o v d  alpha level of .O5 by the number 

of comparisons, six. 

Consent 

Consent for this research project was provided as one component of a larger 

research project entitled, 'The Supportecl Retirement Roject: Resuits h m  a Study on 

Later Life P l d g  for Older Adults with Mental Disabilities", conducted by Dr. 

Michael Mahon of the Health, Leisure and Human Performance Research Institute at the 

University of Manitoba The consent approval forms can be found in Appendix 1. 



CHAPTER 4 

FINDINGS 

Research Question #l: Sigdicilllce of Program Goais 

The results h m  the analysis of the vaiue of the goals statements are presented in 

Table 2 in Appendix 3. A total of 39 ~spondents were interviewecl for this m e y .  For 

comparative purposes, the respondents were divided into five groups. Group one 

consisted of ten consuners, w u p  two consisted of eight govemment representatives, 

group three consisted of two farnily members, gmup four consisted of fourteen s e ~ c e  

providers, and gmup five coasisted of five generic senior organbtions. The survey 

consisted of the eleven goal statements of the project, and asked respondents to rate the 

vaiue of each goal, using a three point Likert-type sale, ( 1 = not at ail important, 2 = 

somewhat important and 3 = very important). The maximum possible swnmative score 

for di items was 33. 

The mean, median, and mode scores and standard deviation scores for each goal 

statement are presented in Table 2 . Following each goal statement, detaiied qualitative 

information was also obtained fiom each respondent with respect to the question, "What 

about the goai do you &d important or not important?". This information is presented in 

the foilowing review of each goal statement: 

"To heip older adults with mental disabilities leam about retirement." 



Across the groups, most respondents (87.2%) felt that the goal was very 

important, whiie the remaining (12.8%) thought the goal was somewhat important. There 

was tittie variation among groups. AU family members and govemment representatives 

felt the goai was very important, whereas only 60.0% of generic senior -ce providers 

found it to be very important- The overail median was 3.0, and the median was also 3.0 

for every group. The mean scores were between 2.6 and 3.0. The standard deviations 

were quite small. AU were equal to or less than -5 points on the scale. G e n d y ,  diis is 

indicative of high ratings of importance and of littie variation. All groups appeared to be 

consistent in that rating. The statistical signincance of differences in importance ratings 

among groups was tested using a Kruskal Wallis test and no significant merence was 

found (H = 4.7484, d.f+ 4, P two-tcflcfl2ed = -3 141). 

When respondents were asked what they fouad to be important about the goal, 

consumers indicated that they were getting older and needed to know about retirement, 

and that they needed to learn what to do when they retire. For example, one consumer 

stated "In my case 1 have no idea what I'm going to do when 1 retire". Govenunent 

representatives indicated that consumers need to be iafonned about what retirement is, 

and to be aware of th& options for retirement. Family members indicated that everyone, 

including people with disabilities, need to be prepared for retirement. Service providers 

indicated that this goal prepares consumers through exposing them to available options 

(including options beyond work), prevents crisis, and empowers consumers to plan for 



themselves and to make infonned choices about retirement. Generic senior service 

pmviders indicated that adults with mental disabilities should be provided with 

information for adequate prepatation for retirement 

w#2 

"To h d  out what keeps/stops older aduits with mental disabilities fiom retiring." 

Across the groups, 7.7% found the goal not important, 12.8% found it to be 

somewhat important and 75.4% fomd it to be very important. All family service workers 

(100.0%) found the goal to be very important. Over 80.0% of s e ~ c e  providers and 

genenc senior service providers found the goal to be very important, whereas 50.0% of 

family mernbers and 30.0% of consumers found the goal to be somewhat important. One 

consumer and two service providers found the goal not important. The overalI median 

was 3.0 (very important), and it was 3.0 for every group except for family (2.5). The 

mean scores were between 2.5 and 3.0. The standard deviations were mail, aU less than 

one point on the scaie. This is an indication of hi& ratings of importance with Little 

variation. AU groups appeared to be consistent in their ratings. The Kniskal Wallis test 

score (H = 4.9469, d.f .= 4, P ~ o - t d l e d  = .2928) indicated that no statistically signincant 

difference was found in the rating, across the groups . 

When the respondents were asked what they found to be important about the goal, 

most consumers indicated health concems as a major issue, and the reaiity that work 



cannot be an indehite option. Govemment representatives indicated this goal was 

important because of the need to iden- barriers so solutions c m  be developed. Service 

providers ïndicated that this goal is importaat because consumers are a d  of losing their 

jobs and money. Some mentioned that this is the fbt generation iiving in the community 

who have aged to the point of needing to retire. One service provider stated: 

As service providers, we need to be clear on the social and financial 
reasons that keep people with disabiüties h m  retiring- From this 
information we can develop new ways to support people in retirement 

Generic senior senrice providers indicated that they were unaware of any barriers 

stopping adults with mental disabilities nom retiring. ûthers indicated that if there are 

barriers, they should be identified and solutions developed. 

C;oalH 

'To find ways of solving the problems of retirement for older addts with mental 

disabilities." 

Across groups, 87.2% found the goal to be very Unportant and 12.8% found the 

goal to be somewhat important. AU family service workers and family members found 

the goal to be very important, and 80.0% or over of consumers, service providers and 

generic senior service providers also found the goal to be very important. No respondents 

found the goal to be not important, and oniy a few found it to be somewhat important. 

The median score was 3.0 for d groups and the mean scores were between 2.8 and 3.0. 



The standard deviation in al1 instances was less than -5 of a point, indicating a high rathg 

of importance with minimal variation. The statistical sîpaincance of the ciifference in the 

ratings of importance açross the groups was tested using the Kniskal Wallis test. The 

result (H = 2.13 3 1, d-E = 4, P hvo-tailed = -7 1 1 3), indicated that no significant clifference 

was found. 

When respondents were asked what they found Unportant about the goal, 

coosumers indicated that the goal may enable people to do the things they want to do, 

without experiencing bsûation. Govemment representatives indicated the following: 

more available options wodd increase the satidaction of cotl~umers, fïnding the solutions 

to problems will pave the way for other consuners, and the need to eliminate problems - 
that is, "it is the right of the individual to retire and we need to find solutions if people are 

not able to". Service providers indicated that there are many barriers that need solutions 

for this population, and that there are an increasing number of older adults with mental 

disabilities retiring. They indicated that there needs to be solutions developed so that 

more individuais are able to retire. Generic senior service providers indicated this goal 

was important as it may help to aileviate some of the pressure experienced by family care 

givers. 

Goal554 

"To help older duits with mental disabilities leam about tbings to do in the communiîy". 



Across groups, 76.9% found the goal to be very important, and 23- 1% fouad the 

goai to be somewhat important, The majority of consumers (80.0%), government 

representatives (87.5%), and generic d c e  pviders (80.@%), found the goal to be very 

important. Only 64.3% of service providers found the goal to be very important, whereas 

35.7% found the goal to be somewhat important- The median score for ali groups was 3.0 

and the mean scores were between 2.6 and 3.0, indicating a consistentiy hi& ratings of 

the goal for dl groups. The standard deviation was -5 of a point or less in ai l  cases, 

hdicating Liale variation across the groups. The h k a l  Walüs test score (H = 2.38 10, 

d.E = 4, P two-tailed = .6661) indicated no statisticaily sipnincant ciifference in the 

importance rating across the p p s .  

When asked what was important or not important about the goal, consumers 

indicated that they felt the goal was important because they are unaware of activities or 

things to do in the community, and that they would like to have an idea of what is going 

on in the comrnunity. Govemment representatives indicated this goal as important 

because clients are genedy isolated, and options that were not present decades ago are 

now available. Govemment representatives also commented that this goal wodd expand 

peoples' knowledge base, experiences and decision-making abilities. They also indicated 

that this goal will help consumers leam how to get involved, and become more aware of 

leisure options, and consequently, more inclined to retire. Service providers indicated 

this goal as important because of the opportunity to meet new niends, discover places to 



go and things to do, to prevent isolation, and to promote inclusion. They indicated that 

this is a goai that shouid be achieved eariier in Me, and that more awareaess creates more 

control and decision-making. Generic senior service providers indicated that it is 

important to access meaniflgfùi activities and enhance community involvement. Famiiy 

members indicated that it is important so that the individuais maintain an interest in 

activities, and maintain a level of self worth. 

W H  

"To help older ad& with mental disabaties make choices about the things they would 

like to do." 

Across the groups, 87.2 % indicated that the goal was very important and 12.8% 

fomd the goal to be somewhat important. AU of the generic senior service providers and 

government representatives (100.0%) found the goal to be very important 80.0% or over 

of consumers and service providers aiso found the goal to be very important. Only two 

consumers and two service providers fomd the goal to be somewhat important. The mean 

score for aîi groups was 2.9 and the median was 3.0 for al l  groups and each individuai 

group with the exception of f d y ,  at 2.5. This is an indication that a i i  groups highly 

rated the goal. The standard deviation for all groups was below one point, once again 

indicating iittle variation in the rating of importance of the goal. The Kniskal Wallis test 

score (H = 4.7484, d.f. = 4, P two-taled =.3 141) indicated that no signincant Merence 



was evident in the rating of importance of the goal aaoss the groups. 

When iisked why is it important (or not important) to help older adults with 

mental disabilities make choices about the things they wouid like to do, one consumer 

stated: 

Weil, it is hard for me by myself to decide. 1 can't make up my &d, what 
1 w a ~ t  to do and somebody else is trying to tell me to do something else. 1 
can't get edge wise with it. 

ûther consumers indicated that ditectly taiking to someone about decision-making was 

helpfid as they were able to provide ideas and options on what to do. Some govemment 

representatives indicated that it is important for consumers to be aware of all available 

choices, and that this is a goal that is applicable to all age groups. Other govemment 

representatives stated that their clients have so few opportunities to make choices that this 

goal would be of help. Service providers indicated this that goal would provide 

opportunities to present choices, ideas and options, and that it would also ernpower 

consumers to take control in making important decisions regardhg theV retirement. They 

also recommended that this should happen long before retirement Finally, genenc senior 

service providers indicated that it is important for people to have the fieedom to choose 

what they want to do, and to ensure that people have an extensive range of options fiorn 

which to choose. Family members did not respond to this component of the question. 



Goara  

'T'o help older adults with mental disabilities plan for theu retiremenf9 

Across the groups, 89.7% ~garded the goal as very imporîant and 10.3% 

indicated that the goal was somewhat important With the exception of gendc senior 

service providers, one subject in each of the groups found the goal to be somewhat 

important, while the rest of the respondents found the goal to be very important. One 

hundred percent of generic service providers found the goal to be very important. The 

median was 3.0 for ail groups and each group with the exception of family, at 2.5. The 

mean was between 2.9 and 3.0 for all groups and for each group. These scores indicate 

that all groups highly valwd the goal. The standard deviation was below one point in aU 

groups, indicating littie variation in the rating of the goal. The Kniskal Wallis test score 

(H = 4.0879, d.f. = 4, P two-tailed = .3942 ) indicates no significant dinerence in the 

rating of the goal among the gmups. 

When asked why is it important to help older adults with mentai disabiiities plan 

for retirement, consumers made the folIowing statements: 

Weil, if you are working slow for so many years, you need ideas, if you 
don't plan you will be sitting there doing nothing, you get lazy doing 
nothing- get lazy doing nothing - you get l a y  and forgotten about. 

Very important, planning retirement is very important, because you are 
going to get old and you are not going to be able to look after yourseif. 



Cause you got to plan your budget and your banking and dere you want 
to live. I want to live with a lady cornpanion w b  Meais on Wheeis will 
clean my suite. 1 would like to have a Little store in my apattment block 
and to do my laundry. 1 like diet drinks, where 1 can also buy rny 
newspaper. 

Consumas rated this goal as important as they were able to identify the need to plan due 

to declining health, need for supports and the potentid lack of options for activity when 

leaving or retiring b r n  work. Govemment representatives indicated that it is important 

for consumers to see their choices put into action. Generïc senior service organïzations 

indicated that planning is something everyone does, and the disabled should not be any 

different. Planning, they said, may decrease anxiety about the ftture. Similac to 

govemment representatives, service providers indicated planning provides the 

opportunity to turn choices into action, aad that planning is something that should occur 

sooner rather than later. Planning ais0 demonstrates that there are useful things that 

people can do other than work and can help to maintain friendships. Family members did 

not respond to this corn- of the questionnaire. 
\ 

w#7 

"To make sure that family and fiends know about and help oider aduits with mental 

disabilities in their retirement". 

For ai l  the groups, 82.1% indicated that they highly vdued this goal and 17.9% 



indicated they somewhat valued this goal. With the exception of conamers, only one 

respondent in each of the groups indicated they somewhat vaiued this goal. The 

remaining cesponden& indicated that they found the goal to be very important The 

majority of coasumers (70.00/0), indicated that they found the goal to be very important, 

and 30.û?? indicated that they found the goal to be somewhat important. The median 

scores were 3.0 for aii  groups and for each group with the exception of family (2.5). The 

mean score was between 2.5 and 2.9 for each group. These scores indicate that the 

majority of respondents highly valued the goal statement The standard deviation scores 

in aU groups was less than .5, except for f d y  members where it was -7, again 

indicating Little variation within groups in the rating of the goal statement. The Kruskal 

Wailis test score (H = 3 S i î 8 ,  d-f. = 4, P two-tailed = -4669) indicated no statistically 

significant clifference in importance rating among groups. 

When asked why it is important (or not important) to make sure that family and 

fnends h o w  about and help older adults with mental disabilities in their retirement, 

generic senior senice providers expressed concem about the stress on f d e s  who 

support older adults. One generic senior service provider stated: 

This is important as family stress is high, parents die, brothers and sisters 
are ductant to care, etc. 

Govemment representatives indicated that proper fiuictioning of the support network is 

essentid. They also recommended that more outside community support be developed, so 



as not to rely on only a few individuais. Consumers indicated that their ' Y d y  knows 

them kt", that their family can help answer questions, and that they h o w  more than 

themselves. Service pmviders stated that family is helpfid and are able to assist in 

decision-making. One f d y  member stated, " family support is a must for an enjoyable 

retirement"; but the 0 t h  family member expressed concern over interfiering with the 

paid supports in a cotlsumet's Mie. 

w1r8 

'"ïo help older ad& with mental disabilities participate in activities in theu home 

communities." 

Across gmups, 89.7% of the respondents rated the goal as very important, and 

10.3% rated it as somewhat important AU of the govemment representatives and famiiy 

members (100%) rated the goal as very important. The vast majority of consumer 

respondents (90.0%), generic service providers (80.0%) and service providers (85.7%), 

rated the goal as very important. ûniy 10.0 % of consuners, 14.3% of service providers 

and 20.0% of generic senior service providers rated the goal as somewhat important. The 

median for ali groups, and for each group was 3.0. The mean score for aIl  groups and for 

each group was between 2.8 and 3.0, indicating consisteocy in highly rating the goal. 

The standard deviation was less than .5 of a point for each group as well as amss groups, 

connmiiag minimal variation in respoases. The Kruskal Wallis test score (H = 1.8573, 



d.f. = 4, P two-tded = -7620) indicated no statistically significant difference in the 

importance rating of the goal across aU groups. 

When asked what is important (or not important) about helping older adults with 

mental disabilities participate in activities in their home communities, co~lsumers 

indicated: they need heip to find out what there is to do in the community7 and how much 

they really enjoyed king out in the community and king involved in activities and doing 

things with other people. Service providers also mentioned that consumers need 

assistance in leaming about the opportunities in the community7 and the important mie 

that the community can play in offering cLnatural supports, fiiendships, and a sense of 

beionging9'. Government representatives also mentioned the value that community 

involvement can have in instilliag a seme of belonging for consumers, and how it may 

also lessen the stress and d e t y  related to leaving work, as more options became 

available to them, than simply remainîng at work. Family members did not respond to 

this component of the questionnaire. 

W H  

"To help older adults with mental disabilities make new firiends at the new activities". 

Across groups, 2.6% indicated that they found the goal not important, whereas 

12.8% fond  it to be somewhat important, and 84.6% found it to be very important. Al1 

of the consumer respondents (100.0%) found this goal to be very important. Most 



govemment representatives found this goal to be very important, with the exception of 

one individual, who formd the goal to be not at all important, The majority of generic 

senior service providers (80.0%) and service pmviders (78.6%) found the goal to be very 

important. One famiiy member fouad the goal to be very important, and the other family 

members found the goal to be somewhat important. Sirnilar to the previous goal statistics, 

the means for all groups and each group ranged h m  2.5 to 3.0 and the median was 3.0 

for ai l  groups and each group, with the exception of the family groups, at 2.5. This score 

again indicates a consistent hi& rating of the goal by respondents. The standard deviation 

score was less than one point for aU groups, thereby indicating comistency in responses 

within each group. The KNskal Waiiîs test score (H = 3.8092, df. = 4, P two-tded = 

.4324) indicated no statisticaily signincant merences in the rating across the groups. 

When asked what is important (or not important) about helping oider duits with 

mental disabilities make new fiiends at their new activities, service providers indicated 

this type of assistance develops more community support, eases the transition for 

consumers, and stressed how retirement provides new opportunities to meet new people. 

Consumers indicated they are shy, reluctant, "and don? know their way". Family 

indicated this assistance is helpful to make new adjustments in a new Westyle. Generic 

senior service providers stressed the importance of integration and how fiiendships cm 

enhance one's social circle. Govemment representatives stated that consumers are oflen 

socially isolated with few opporîunities to make fkiex~ds, and that assistance in this regard 



will enhance inclusion and acceptance. Oae govemment representative stated: 

It is important to replace the social network fkom the work environment. 

Gaarw 

"To help older adults with mental disabilities in budgeting for new activities and to help 

them get to their new activities". 

Amss the groups, 87.2% indicated that they found the goal to be very important, 

10.3% found the goal to be somewhat important and 2.6% found the goal to be not 

important. AU of the consumers and govemment representatives found the goal to be very 

important. 78.6% of the s e ~ c e  providers indicated that they found the goal to be very 

important, whiie 21 -4% found it to be somewhat important. Eighty percent of the genenc 

service providers found the goal to be very important, and 20.0% found it to be somewhat 

important. The median was 3.0 for ail groups and each group and the mean varied 

beween 2.8 and 3.0, with the exception of family where the mean and the median were 

2.0. The standard deviation was below .5 in ail cases except for family, where it was less 

than 1. Clearly, there was consistency within, and acmss groups in the rating of this goal 

except for the variation arnoag the two famüy members. The Kruskal Waiüs test score (H 

= 6.6662, d.f. = 4, P two-tailed = .1546) indicated no statistical sigdicance of the 

ciifference in importance ratings across the groups. 

When asked what was important (or not important) about helping older aduits 



with mental disabiiities in budgeting for new activities and helping them to get to their 

new activities, consumers i n d i d  that they do not h o w  how to do these things, or 

"how much things cost" ûne consumer indicated that she needed to lem how to make 

these types of decisions on her own. Savice providers mentioned that alternative 

transportation (as opposed to regufar van pick-up to a sheltered workshop) is very 

expensive, and theirefore, quite possibly unrealistic. Service providers stressed the point 

that this type of support must be "realistic9'. Family members indicated that "most 

consumers do not understand their financiai limitations" and as a result do not do their 

budgeting on their own now. Govemment representatives indicated that consumers have 

iimited options (and choices) considering their k t e d  financial resources, and stressed 

that this is an important consideration for retirement. With minimai incornes, consumers 

will need to budget now, more then ever, in order to participate in external activities. 

Consumers also need to be more exposed to the reaiity that most activities cost money. 

a2dU 

"To make sure that older aduits with mental disabilities continue to see their fiiends ftom 

work" 

Across the groups, 79.5% indicated that they found this goal to be very important, 

15.4% found the goal to be somewhat important, and 5.1% found it to be not important. 

Al1 of the govemrnent representatives and f d y  members found the goal to be very 



important. One generic senior service provider and one consumer found the.goal not 

important,71.4% of s e ~ c e  provida and 80.0% of generic senior service provïdea 

found the goal to be very important The median score for each group and for the entire 

group was 3.0 and the mean scores varied h m  2.6 to 3.0. The standard deviation was 

less then one point in aU cases, i n d i d g  a high rating of importance with iittle variation 

within and m u  the p u p s .  AU groups appear consistent in their rating. The h i c a l  

Wallis test score (H = 3.4610, d.K = 4, P two-toiled = .4838) indicated no statistically 

significant difference in the ratings of the importance of the goal across the groups. 

When asked what is important (or not important) about making sure that older 

addts with mental disabilities continue to see their niends fkom work, government 

representatives indicated consumers need to be assured that they can maintah their 

relationships at work, as typicaily these are the ody  relationships that they have. They 

also noted that older adults will choose to continue to work for that very reason. Next to 

making money h m  work, social interaction is the most important benefit for addts with 

mental disabilities. Consumers stressed the value and importance of their finends at work, 

and one stated, having worked with his or her fiiends for so many years, 1 must never 

lose contact with my niends." Service providers also stressed the importance for 

consumers to maintah contact with their social network fiom work, and stressed that this 

is the main source of social contact for most consumem. Conversely, one generic senior 

service providers stated: 



Most people do not return to work on an on-going bais after they retire. 
New activities, fiiends and commWYties emerge. 

m e r  geaeric senior service providem indicated that consumers should keep in contact 

with CO-workers through activities outside of work. Ow f d y  member stated-. 

It has been years of association with îhese folk, and no doubt friendships 
are very important to them. 

Olhercwz 

When asked if there were any other goals not yet considered that should be 

included in the program, a few respondents responded with the followïng 

recommendations : 

To determine each senior's capability of understanding, and to approach the issues 

at their level of competency; 

To offer the program to older adults with mental disabilities at an earlier age; 

To assist with financial planning (RRSP7s7 RIF'S, etc.); 

To determine the role of senior centers; 

To ensure that residential supports are maintained or other options are offered to 

individds, if it is their choice; 

To determine where the responsibility for retirement options shouid lie, siirely 

existing service providers can manage retirement; 

To provide training/professionai development opportunities to key staff on topics 



such as retirement planning, relationship building, and supporthg older aduits 

with mental disabilities in retirement. 

The first two goals are more like suggested improvements for the program by providing 

strategies on how to better facilitate the intervention (begin earlier and have an 

understanding of the cognitive capabilities of the consumer). The thVd recommended 

goal identifid financiai planning as a specinc program goal. The Supported Retirement 

Program ody had a general goal pertaining to identifjing barriers to retirement that could 

have included fimuciai issues. To detennine the role of senior centers was not a specific 

goal of the Supported Retirement Program. The program's intent was to explore existing 

options in the cornmunity including senior centers. Pediaps some of the senior ceuters 

were not clear on how their s e ~ c e s  could benefit older aduits with mental disabilities. 

The remaining other goals refiected the concems of service providers who were s e e b g  

clarification on how and who would continue to facilitate the goals and objectives of the 

consumers at the end of the program. In anticipation of it king the service provider, there 

was an obvious need for specific training and development as evidenced in the last goal 

statement. 

~ I m a o r r m r c e Q € ~  

To detennine the interna1 comistency for responses to ali of the 1 1 goal 

statements, a Cronbach's alpha test was used. The overail score indicates an alpha of 



-754. This is a relatively high score which suggests a high degree of intemal consistency 

and a common pattern of response with respect to the eleven goal statements. The 

descriptive statistics for the total ratings of Mpottance are depicted in Table 3 below. 

Across the groups, the mean summative score was 3 1.1. Govemment 

representatives had the highest mean summative score (32.4), followed very closely by 

service providers (30.9), consumers (30.9), generic senior service providers (30.8), and 

family members (29.5). The total median scorp across the groups was 32.0. Genenc 

senior service providers and govemment representatives had the highest score (33 .O) and 

farnily members had the lowest score (27.0). The mode for =ch group and across groups 

was 33 .O0 with the exception of f d y  members (27.0). The standard deviation was 2.5 

for aii groups and ranged h m  1.2 (govemment representatives) to 4.4 (genenc senior 

service providers). The resuIts indicate that ail stakeholders highly value the goals of the 

Supported Retirement Project. The statistics indicate linle variation within, and across 

groups, in the rating of the goal statements. The h k a l  Wallis test score (H = 4.8 1 1 0, 

d.f. = 4, P hvo-tuiled = .3072) indicates no statistidy signincant dinerences in the 

importance ratings across groups. 



Consumers 

Gov. Representatives 

Family Members 

Service Providers 

Generic Senior Grps. 

AU Groups 

Table 3 : Total Ratings of Importance 

30.90 31-00 33.00 1 -96 

32-37 33.00 33 -00 1-18 

29-50 29.50 27.00 3-53 

30.92 3 1 .50 33 -00 2.46 

30.80 33.00 33-00 4.3 8 

31-12 32-00 33 .O0 2.47 

It is clearly evident that all of the groups coiisidered the goals of the Supported 

Retirement Program to be very irnpottant. The most highly rated goals (total goal scores 

that were rated 84.6% or higher as very important) across groups were as follows: to help 

older adults with mental disabilities (consumers) leam about retirement; to fïud ways of 

solviug the problems of retirement; to heip consumers make choices about the things they 

wouid îike to do; to help consumers leam about things to do in the community; to help 

consumers plan for their retirement; to help consumers participate in activities; and to 

help coIlSUmers in budgeting and transportation. Although there were not any statisticdy 

signifïcant clifferences in the rating of any of the goals, there were some minor clifferences 

of opinion across groups. This difference of opinion was evidenced in goal # 10, "to help 



older aduits with mental disabilities in budgeting for new activities and to help them get 

to their new activities". Ali cotlsumers and govenunent representatives found this goal to 

be very important, while f d y  members did not rate it as highiy. This response may be 

indicative of the attitude of a faniily member conceming the capability of a consumer in 

leaming how to budget, 

A second goal in which miwr inconsistencies were found, is goal #I l ,  "to make 

sure tbat older aduits with mental disabiiities continue to see their fiiends fiom workY'- A 

few consumers indicated that it was only "somewhat important" for them to continue to 

see theu fnends fiom work, whereas both govemment representatives and family 

members aii found this goal to be very important. When those coosumen were asked why 

this goal was only somewhat important, they indicated that they did not like their 

coworkers and therefore were not interestecl in continuhg to see them &a retirement. 

Another consumer found this goal to be ody somewhat important as he was no longer 

working and had not seen his CO-wodrers for quite some tirne. 

A third goal in which minor differences were found, is goal #2, '70 h d  out what 

keeps or stops older addts with mental disabilities fiom retiriag". Government 

representatives consistently found this goal to be very important, whereas several 

consumers found Ulis goal only to be somewhat important. This difference in opinion 

may refiect the roles and responsibilities of govemment representatives, as they must 

coordinate die retirement of consumers. As a professional group charged with this task, it 



is very important for family services representatives to leam about the barriers so that 

solutions can be developed. Consumers lack of concem, in cornparison, may be due to 

their lack of opporhmity to leam about these problems and how to solve them. 

When groups were asked what is (or is not) important about the goals of the 

project, severai themes emerged. AU groups consistently codbmed the vaiue and 

importance of planning and preparation for retirement, increasing community/Ieisure 

awareness and involvement and enhiuichg decision-making abilities. Government 

representatives workers and service providers emphasized the importance of i d e n m g  

barriers to mirement so that solutions can be developed. Conversely, some generic senior 

organirations indicated that they were not aware that barriers to retirement existed. Most 

groups indicated that f d y  aad support network involvement are very important. 

However, generic senior service providers indicated that f d y  should not be 

overburdened. AU groups reinforcecl the importance of facüitating fnendship and support 

fiom the community in an effort to develop inclusion and acceptame. 

Research Question #2: Appropriiteness & Acceptabiüty of the Proceduros 

As stated previously, the second research question measured the perceived value 

and importance of the Supported Retirement Program mode1 process, by consumers and 

s e ~ c e  providers. Family members were not interviewe4 as they had previously 

indicated that they were not involved with the consumer on a &y-to-day basis and 



therefore were not knowledgeable enough about the process. 

Results h m  the semi-strucnired interviews are categorted according to the 

components of the program intervention. The categones consisted of the foliowing 

components: awareness; Mers;  decision-making; planning; the PATH; and o v e d  

changes and recommendations. For each component, data was gathered on how much 

was leamed, how usefùl the component was, and the value /importance ofthe component 

L petirement Awareness: 

Some senice pmviders indicated that consumers acquind new information 

regarding retirement, explored different options available in the community, developed an 

understanding and appreciation of leisure, and enhanced their abiliîy to make infomed 

decisions. Three semice pruviders suggested that sweral consumen did not learn 

anything they did not already know, or did not leam anything due to d e c h k g  health or 

memory difliculties. 

The usefdness of awareness building for consurners, as indicated by service 

providers, included: the opportunity to actuaiiy experience options in the community; the 

ability to access the needed support for leamhg about retirement; and to develop an 

understanding of options, other than work. One service provider indicated that awareness 

building was not helpful, as this individuai felt that bis or her ciient was not a suitable 

candidate for the program due to memory difficuities. 



The awareness component was considered important by senrice providers as it: 

provided consumers with the necessary supports required to explore and understand the 

transition of retirement, empowered consumers to take contml of their üves, increased the 

self esteem of consumers, and increased the range of choices avaiiabie to consuners. 

Consumers indicated that they lemed about issues about which they had no prior 

knowledge, including activities and the concept of retkment. The resuits also indicated 

that consumers leamed that they did not have to work, and tbat ifthey so chose, could 

actually "slow d o m  in their lifestyle". 

Consumers found this component usefU1, as it provided the support they needed to 

increase theY awareness of retirement and options available to them. One consumer stated 

simply, but poigaantly that, "She twk the t h e  to tak to me". The consumer appreciated 

the individualized support and instruction provided by the program co-urdinator. 

This component was important to c011~~1iers as their respooses indicated the 

recognition that they are getting older, and the desire to slow dom. It also provided them 

with ideas about things they could be doing now or when they retire7 and it offered them 

the confidence and support to try new things. 

Overail, consumem and services providers found the awareness component to be 

useful and important- In two situations, the service provider and consumer differed in 

their opinions about the value and usefulness of retirement awareness. One situation 

involved a s e ~ c e  provida perceiving the consumer as not being able to comprehend this 



component due to memory difnculties. Meaclwhile, the consumer in question indicated 

that he or she found this component to k useful. Possibly, in this case, the service 

provider is simply underestimating the capability of the consumer. Conversely, it may be 

that the consumer that did not demonstrate or communicate any new information 

acquired, as a result of this component. The second instance where a service provider and 

consumer diffixed in their opinions concemed the statement by a senrice provider that the 

consumer did not leam anytbing he or she did not already know- The consumer, however, 

indicated that he or she had leamed quite a bit, and as a direct resuit of his or her newly 

acquirPd awareness had e w e n c e d  siificant changes in his or her He. One can ody 

speculate that the senrice provider may have felt he or she was providing an adequate 

program, and that in his or her opinion, the consumer did not require the s e ~ c e  of the 

project. Alternately, it may be possible that the service provider was criticai of the 

amount of information taught in the program, or the effectiveness of teaching strategies. 

LBarriers: 

Service providers Uidicated that the barriers the consumers learned about, 

included: declining health and it's impact on retirement, financiai barriers ("If he quits his 

job, he leamed that he won't have any money"), huisportation and accessibiiîty barriers, 

and malMg redistic choices. This component was seen as usefiil to consumers as they 

may not have been aware of the potentid barriers that exist with respect to retirement, or 



know how to develop realistic choices and options, given their personal constcaints. 

Service providers saw this component as important because it may decrease the 

dependence of co~lsumers, and help them to develop realistic choices given personal 

constraints (including financial, medical, transition, and support barriers). 

Several barriers to retirement were identifieci by savice providers. The £kt 

barrier identified was a lack of awareness on the piirt of consumers on "what to do" if 

they left a strucnired &y program. One service provider stated: 

Without a program, they will have nothing to do. 

Other potential barriers to retirement identified by service providers were social isolation 

and loss of income. 

Consumers indicated that they, in fact, did leam about potential retirement 

barriers. However, the responses indicate it was clearly a difficult concept to understand. 

For example, one consumer stated: 

1 didn't even know what that word means. 

Both consumers and service pmviders responses were similar, and no signincant 

ciifferences in opinion emerged in the data Both groups found this component to be 

important, valuable and useful. Service providers were able to provide more specific 

information with respect to the usefulness of the component, as it remained a difncult 

concept for consumers to  ders stand^ 



E Decwon Makirie: 
- - - 

Several senrice providers indicated that consumers demonstrateci an iocreased 

ability to make decisions, as evidenceà by hcreased assertiveness and confidence. 

According to service providers, some collsu~lers leanid how to make decisions 

( i d e n m g  options, considering alternatives, descnbing the consequences and choosing 

the most suitable alternative), and the consequences of decision-making. Seveml service 

providers indicated that they did not see a change in decision-making ability, and 

attributed this to declining health or dementia of their clients. 

The process was considered helpîbi by several service providers as it 

demonstrated that consumers are capable of making their own decisions, and as a result, 

they are now providing more choice making opportunities. Furthermore, more clear 

decisions are made by consumers, and increasingly, consumers are taking independent 

initiative in making choices for themselves. For example, service providers stated: 

She now makes her own appointments and goes out on the weekend and 
after work. 

She fbaiiy did something on her own without me having to push ha. 

This process was considered to he Mporîant by d c e  providers as it has enbanced 

independence, assertiveness and confidence; and a number of consumers seemed more 

comfortable and relaxed with their choices. For example, service providers stated: 

She is experiencing some great shinnow: this is exactiy what she needs 



and this is providing something in her Mie that she wouldn't have because 
we can7t do it. 

It taught her that she always doesn't have to say yes, or i g m  a choice, 
she can say no. 

In some cases this was not considenxi an important pmcess, as a decrease in the decision- 

making ability of the consumer was noted. As discussed, s e ~ c e  providers attriiuted this 

to declining health or memory diEculties. For example, s e ~ c e  providers stated: 

Not helpN, her decision-making has gone d o m  bill due to medication; 

She didn't leam anything (decision-making), she doesn't make decisions 
these days; 

Not dot, she can't retain stuff. 

Senice providers also suggested that this is a skill tbat should be taught not at re 

age, but at a much earlier age. 

AU consumers indicateâ that they spent time leaming about decision-making. 

Most were positive in their feedback, However, many were not able to articulate any 

specincs about what they had le~trned. Consumers generally indicated that they found this 

process to be useful. In fact, one consumer was able to make the decision to leave a day 

program that he was extremely dissatidied with. He stated: 

She made me think, it taught me something, 1 am my own boss, 1 cm 



make my own decisions. 1 don? go to that place anymore. I am happier, 1 
am not so troubled anymore. 

Consumers f m d  this process to be important, as it increased their confidence, 

independence and understanding of decision-making. 

Overail, the &ta revealed that consumers and service providefi found the 

decision- making component of the mode1 to be important However, in some cases it 

was seen as only somewhat useful. Some consumers were aot able to provide specifïc 

feedback on the process as they were not able to remember any specifïc details of the 

component. Memory difficdties were identifieci by service providers as a b d r  to the 

value and effectiveness for this component Clearly, there were some consumers who 

were not able to benefit as much due to memory diflicuities. Nevertheless, ai i  consumers 

(including those wiih memory ~ c d t i e s ) ,  st i l i  indicated that they found this component 

to be important and useful. 

ePrannNlP 

Senice providers indicated that consumers leamed how to make plans. One 

respondent stated : "She leanied quite a bit, she now makes plans for hait appointments 

downtown". Several respondents indicated that consumers are applying their decision- 

making skills in planning activities. Some consumers leamed very linle due to dementia, 

or retention difficulties, accordhg to service providers. ûther service providers indicated 



that they were not aware of any new planning abilities. The process was considered 

helpful to consumers as they were participating in more activities that they had planned 

for themselves. According to senice providers, some consumers generally now h o w  

how to develop a plan for their retirement as a resuit of the program. The process was 

considered as important by service providers as it provideci consumers with an increased 

sense of responsibility, independence and contrd. One consumer indicated to a service 

provider that he or she found planning to be ~ c d t  and anxiety provoking. 

Consumers indicated that they leamed about ideas and activities to plan for, how 

to use a planning book, and the resources and supports that they would need to implement 

their plans. This was an important process to consumers as it increased their 

independence and self-control. This is evidenced by statements such as, " No one can m 

my He except for me", or "It's about tirne 1 did it". The majority of consumers indicated 

that the process also decreased their anxiety about the fiiture, and also increased the 

number of activities they now participate in. 

Both service pmviders and coLlSUaers indicated that learning about planning was 

important as it pmvided consumers with a sense of responsibility, independence and 

control. There was, however, variation in one senrice provider's perception on how 

helpful it was and how much was lemed concerning this component. This variation may 

be due to the service provider not directly observing any active plamhg on the part of a 

consumer. Consumers, on the whole, were very consistent in their responses in finding 



the component to both important and helpful. One consumer did indicate to a service 

provider that they fomd it to be anxiety provoking. One c m  ody speculate that this may 

be attniuted to the introduction of the idea and the reality of signincant change 

o c c ~ g  in an individuai's Mie. Coaversely, another consumer fomd that the process 

derreased his or her anxiety, in that it identifiai a concrete plan for the funire. 

G m m  

Service providers indicated that the PATH resuited in increased involvement and 

participation of consumers' support networks. The PATH also increased consumers' 

participation in a wide range of activities, including lawn bowling, liquid embroidery 

classes, and seniors' old time dancing. Service provida also noted that the PATH 

created change in the collsumers' Mie. For example, it was observed that some consumers 

were spending less time at home, that more choices were available (through awareness 

building in the community and the range of choices presented at the PATH), and that 

consumers were more independent by becoming more active participants in their 

individuai planning meetings. This was evidenced by meaningfùily participating in the 

discussion that identined the consumers' goals and dreams. 

One service provider stated: 

The PATH was a real eye opener. She planned for things that she wanted 
to do for a long time. 



In con- another setvice provider indicated that the PATH developed unrealistic 

expectations that wouid not be implemented. This individuai felt that the consumer was 

unmotivateci and wouid not foliow-through with the goals and dreams that wexe identined 

in the PATH. Accordiog to this &ce provider, the consumer has a history of not 

following through with her plans. 

Service providers indicated that the PATH was important to ~~ t l sumeï~ ,  as it 

expanded consumers' choices and dreams, reinforced the need and timeliness to plan for 

retirement, provided support networks with clear direction (action plan with thne Lines), 

and cteated necessary c h g e  in a consumer's We. 

Consumers found the PATH to be helpful because it provided for the opportunity 

to plan for the implementation of their choices. One consumer indicated the PATH was 

important and stated, " I am getting older, 1 need the time to plan". 

Overail, the PATH component of the intervention was identified as valuable by 

consumers and senice providers (with the exception of one service provider). The PATH 

was an effective component of the Supporteci Retirernent Model, as it provided 

consumers and their support networks an opportunity to plan for the future 4th the fidl 

participation of the consumer. The PATH provided the support network with clear 

directions on how to fscilitate the goals and objectives identfied by the consumer. 



douerarr: 
Over the past year, service providers noted the foilowing changes in consumers 

that were attributed to the program: impmved choice making; increased activity 

involvement; increased independence; d d  activity involvement ("one consumer 

was able to leave his day program, another consumer made the choice to quit work and 

stay at home"); and more cornfort, relaxation and less stress. Health decliw was also 

noted as a change in the past year, for some consumerS. One service provider respondent 

commenteci that the= has been no change on the part of the consumer. The impact of the 

program on these changes include the intervention itself (choice and decision-making, 

new activities), change of attitude toward retirement and lei-, and the service 

provider(s) having a better understanding of the consumer, and his or her needs. For 

example, when service providers were asked what impact the program ha& respomes 

included: 

4 "the program itseif"; 

* "it changed attitudes toward leisure and retirement"; 

* ' k e  got to h o w  the consumer and her needs bette?'; 

t '%he program providecl the necessary stimulation and idonnation"; 

t %e program provided options and information and promoted and 

supported decision-making. 

Consumers identified that they now have a better understanding and attitude 



towards retirement, have developed new fnends, have new ideas, and new activities and 

are more independent. For example, consumers stated: 

It did me good, 1 know what cornes up for me when I retire; 

M y  attitude is better about retiriag; 

No one pushes me aromd anymore, 1 am able to do more for myself; 

1 have new ideas, new places and new things to do. 

Service prwiders identified the foilowing recommendations to improve the 

program: increase the use of experientiai Iearning, continue to provide support to 

consumers after the program, and improve communication atnong aU rnembea of the 

support network (especidy s e ~ c e  providers). Some specific recommendations 

regarding enhanceci communication with service pmviders included: haviog more 

information at the beginning of the project, more involvement in the &y-to-day activities 

of the project (so that follow-up in the home can occur), and better coordination of 

transportation (timely handi-transit pick-up and dropbffs). One concem expressed by 

two of the service providers was the fate of the participants at the end of the program. In 

these two situations, the service providers felt that they did not have the tesources to 

provide continued support for the consumer in their new activities. 

Consumers were asked what recomrnendations they had for improvement, and 

given the overail statistics, one comment in particuiar is indicative of consumers' overall 



attitude with respect to the pmgram - "Nothing, 1 enjoyed every minute of if'. 

Sunimant 

ûverall, those interviewed indicated that the Supported Retirement Program 

pmess was very usefiil to consumers. The most valuable and important components of 

the process were increased oppommities for decision-making, enhanced awareness of 

later Me options, planning for =tirement, and the opportunity to meet new people and 

make new fiiends through the community visitations. Those service providers with more 

negative evaiuations of the process felt that there was a lack of communication and 

involvement with service providers in the design and delivery of the program. As a result, 

there was a lack of support and cornmitment to the project and a more negative attitude. 

Perhaps other service providers may have felt threatened by the program, as they may 

have perceived it as chaüenging their ability to provide services. For consumers, the most 

significant barriers to the success of the process included fàilllig health (ie. memory 

difficulties), and lack of financial independence. 

Research Question #3: Satisfaction with Outcomes of the Program 

The results of the analysis from the satisfaction questionnaire are presented in 

Table 4. As stated previously, the scale consisteci of 3 response categones, ranghg in 

scores fimm 1 : nolnot sati&ed/poor, 2: okayhd-oflmaybela littie satisfied and 3: 



yedvery satisfied/excelient The maximum possible level of satisfaction for the ten 

outcomes combined was 30.0. For comparative purposes, the respondents were divided 

into groups. ûmup 1 consisted ofnine consuxners. Due to memory digicuities one 

consumer was not able to provide diable or valid feedback on their satisfaction with the 

program. Group 2 consisted of two fgmily representatives, Group 3 coosisted of nine 

govemment representatives, and Group 4 consisted of fifteen s e ~ c e  providers. The total 

number of respondents for this s w e y  was 35. 

To test the n d  hypothesis of no merence among the gioups, the researcher 

established an alpha level of -05. The h k a l  Wallis test was used as the test statistic. 

The test statistic approached si@aioce when H = 7.7834, df. = 3, P ~ t a i i e d  = -05. 

To examine the paired merences the researcher used multiple Mann-Whitnewy - U tests, 

each with an alpha level of -008 to control for multiple comparisons. Given the mall 

sample, the probability of finding any but large differences was srnail. 

$ati@actio~ YimabIg & 

"How would you rate the services you (the coosumer) receiveà"? 

Across groups, 60.0% indicated that the services were excellent, 37.1 % indicated 

that the services were okay and 2.9% indicated that the services were poor. 88.9% of the 

consumers indicated that the services were excellent, dong with 50.M of the f d y  

memben, 22.2% of govemment representatives and 66.7% of service poviders. The 



remaining 50.W of family members indicated that the service was okay, dong with 

77.8% of govemment representatives, 1 1.1 % of consumers and 26.7% of s e ~ c e  

providers. Only one respondent (6.7% of semice providers) indicated that the service was 

The overd median score for dl groups was 3 .O, and it was dso 3.0 for both 

consumers and senice providers. The median score for fiimily was only 2.5. However. 

there were only two family members that comprised the group. The median score for 

govemment representatives was 2.0. The mean score for aii groups was 2.6 and ranged 

fiom 2.2 to 2.9 for each group. The standard deviations for ai i  groups were quite mail, 

ail less than one point on the scale. The statistical signincance of Merences in the rating 

using the Kniskal Wallis test (H = 7.7834. d.f .= 3, P two-raikd = .0507) indicated a 

marginaiiy signifïcant Merence across the groups. To determine which groups Wered, 

Mann Whitney-U tests were used. The resuits of these test indicated that consumers and 

government qresentatives signincantly differed in the way they responded (U = 13.5 , n 

= 9,9, P two-tailed = .0057). Consumers were significantly more satisfied than 

govemment representatives with the seMces received. These statistics indicate that there 

were real dineiences between these groups and that these clifferences did not occur by 

chance. 

Satiductio~ V i b Z e  #t 

" Did you (the consumer) get the kind of s e ~ c e s  you (he or she) wanted"? 



Across groups, 62.9% indicated that they did get the senices wanted, 

3 1.4% indicated that they received "a Little" of the kiad of services they wanted, and 5.7% 

indicated that they did not receive the kind of senice they wanted 66.7% of consumers 

indicated that they did receive the kind of services they wanted; and 60.0% of senice 

providers, 22.2% of govenunent representatives; and 50.0% of f d y  members indicated 

iikewise. In all groups, with the exception of family, 33.3% indicated that they received 

"a little" of the kind of service they wanted. One fiimily member and one service provider 

indicated tfiat the service was not the kind the consumet wanted. 

The overall median score for ali groups was 3.0, indicating an overaii high level 

of satisfaction. For each individuai group, the median score was also 3.0, with the 

exception of M y ,  which again only had two members in their group. The overail mean 

was 2.6 and the mean for each group was between 2.0 and 2.7. The standard deviation 

for al1 groups and in each group, was Leu then one point (with the exception of family), 

indicating a high level of ratiag for the variable, with littîe variation, except for the 

extreme ciifFerences between the two family memben. The statistical signîfîcance of 

clifferences a m s s  groups in the rating was tested using the Kniskal Wallis test, and 

revealed no signifïcant Merence (H = .9546, dX = 3, P mo-tailed = -8122). 

S a t i s f m  Viariable a 
"Did the program meet your (the consumer's) needs"! 



A m s s  groups, 45.7% indicated that c~es'y, the program did meet their needs, 

42.9% indicated that the program somewhat met theù eeeds, and 1 1.4% indicated that 

"no", the program did not meet  the^ needs. 55.6% of consumers stated that the program 

did meet their needs, whereas 50.0% of f a y  members, 66.7% of goveinment 

representatives, aad 6û.W of service providers indicated simiiariy. Those who indicated 

that the program only somewhat met the consumer's needs included 22.2% of co~lsumers, 

50.0% of family members? 33.3% of govemment representatives, and 60.0% of service 

providers. Only two consumers (22.2%) and two service providers (13.3%) indicated that 

the program did not meet theu needs. 

The median score for ali groups was 2.0 indicating an intermediate level of 

satisfaction. The median score for service providers was 2.0 and for both govemment 

representatives and consumers it was 3.0. The family member median score was 2.5. The 

mean scores for groups were between 2.1 and 2.7 and was 2.3 for ail groups. The 

standard deviation score in aii cases was below one point, indicating a consistent 

moderate rating of satisfaction, with Little variation. The Kniskai Wallis test score 

indicates (H = 3.7480, d.f .= 3. P two-tailed = -2900) that there were no significant 

ciifferences in the satisfaction rating across groups. 

4YariableB 

"If a fnend (another consumer) were interested in retiring, would you recommend this 



program to him/her"? 

Across groups, 77.1% indicated that  es", they wouid refer a persoa to this 

program, 14.3% said they might, aud 8.6% said bcno", they would not Of the consumen, 

77.8% indicateà they would refer a Gend, dong with 50.0% of the famiy members, 

889% ofthe govemment representatives, and 73.3% of senice providers. One consumer 

(1 1.1 %), one family members (50.0%), one govemment representative (1 1.1 %), and two 

service providers (1 3.3%) indicated that they rnight refer another consumerer Only one 

consumer (1 1.1%) and two s e ~ c e  providers (1 3 -3%) indicated that they wouid not refer 

a person to the program. 

The median score for ai i  p u p s  was 3.0, indicating an overali levei of high 

satisfaction amongst al l  groups. The median score for each group was 3.0, with the 

exception of fàmily with a rating of 2.5. The mean scores were between 2.5 and 2.9 with 

the overall mean for ail groups king 2.7. The standard deviation scores for ai i  groups 

and for each group were les  then one point, indicating a hi& rating of satisfaction with 

iittle variation. The h k a l  Wallis test score (H = 1.523 7, d.f. = 3, P two-toiled = -6768) 

indicates no statistically significant Merence in the rating of satisfaction across groups. 

~ a c t m  Variable M 

"How satisfied are you with the amount of help you (the consumer) received fiom the 

program"? 



Across groups, 60.0% indicated that they were very satisfied with the amount of 

help received h m  the program, 3 1.4% indicated tbet they were a liale satisfied with the 

amount of help and 8.6% indicated that they were not satisfied. Within the consumer 

group, 55.6% indicated that they were very satisfied, as did 50.0% of family rnembers, 

66.7% of govemment representatives and 60.00h of senice providers. 33.3% of 

consurners, govemment representatives and s e ~ c e  pmviders indicated "a little" bit of 

satisfaction. Respondents who indicated no satisfkction with the amount of support 

received included 1 1 .l% (n=l) of cotlsumer~, 50.0% (n=l) of family members, and 8.6% 

(II= 1.) of service providers. 

The median score for aIi groups was 3.0, indicating a high Ievel of satistàction. 

The median score for each group was also 3 .O, with the exception of family at 2.0. The 

mean scores were between 2.0 and 2.7 with the mean for the whole group king 2.5, 

indicating an intermediate level of satisfaction. The standard deviations for all groups 

and each group was less than one (with the exception of fiimily) indicating a consistent 

rating of satisfaction and littie variation. The Kniskal Waiiis test (H = -921 8, d.f .= 3, P 

mo-failed = .8202) indicated that no statistically signiscant merence was found in the 

rating of satisfaction across groups. 

Hwrioa Ymiable #d 

"Overall, how satisfied are you with the service you (the consumer) received?" 



Across groups, 74.3% indicated that they were very satisfied with the senice 

received, 17.1% indicated that they were somewhat satisfied and 8.6% indicated that they 

were not satisfied. One hundred percent of consumers indicated that they were very 

satisned with the service they nzceived, as did 50.0% of famiiy members, and 66.7% of 

both government representatives and service providem. Those who indicated that they 

were somewtiat satisfied included, 33.3% of govemment representatives and 20.0% of 

service providers. M y  one family member (50.0%) and two service providers (1 3.3%) 

indicated that they were not satisfied with the services received. 

The median score for all groups was 3 .4  Uidicating an overall level of high 

satisfaction with the service received. This was the case for each of the groups, with the 

exception of f d y  (md. = 2.0). The mean scores for each group were between 2.0 and 

3.0 and was 2.7 for ail groups. The standard deviation scores for each of the groups were 

Iess than one point (with the exception of fiimily), indicating consistency in the rating 

within groups a d  between the groups. The Kruskd Wallis score (H = 4.6480, d.f = 3, P 

two-railed = .1 195) indicated that no significant difference was found in the satisfaction 

mting of the variable. 

Satisfaction_ Ym*ablg Z 

"Ifyou (the consumer) needed help again, would you (he or she) corne back to the 

program" 



Across groups, 80.0% indiateci that they or the consumer would come back to the 

program, whereas 17.1% indicated that they might, and 2.9% indicated that they would 

not. One service provider (6.7%) indicated that the consumer would not come back to the 

program. Five (33.3%) service providers indicated that the consumer may come back to 

program, as did one (1 1.1%) consumer. Ail (100.0%) of family members and government 

representatives indicated that the consumer would come back to the program, as did 

88.9% of consume^^, and 60.0% of service providers. 

The median score for ail groups was 3.0, and was also 3 .O for each of the groups. 

The mean scores wem between 2.5 and 3.0; and was 2.8 for all groups. This indicates a 

consistent high level of satisfaction with the program. The standard deviation scores for 

ail groups, and within each of the groups, was less than one point, agah reinforcing a 

high ievel of rating with minimal variation. The KRiskal Wallis test score (H = 6.8055, 

d.f. = 3, P two-tailed = .0784), however, indicated that there may be some marginal 

differences in the rating across groups. However, Mann Whitney-U Tests ùidicated that 

no significant ciifferences were found between any two of the groups. 

"How satisfied are you with the way you (the c o r n e t )  learned about retirement"? 

Across groups, 62.9% indicated that they were very satidïed with the way they or 

the consumer learned about retirement, 3 1.4% indicated that they were somewhat 



satisfied and 5.7% indicated thaî they were not satisfied. Five (55.6%) co~~umers, one 

(50.0%) ffamily membery four (44.4%) govemment teptesentarives and eleven (73.3%) 

service pmviders indicated that they were very satisfied with the way they learned about 

retirement, Those who udicated that they were somewhat satisfied with how a consumer 

learned about retirement included four (44.4%) consumers themselvesy five (55.6%) 

govemment rppresentatives and three (20.0%) service pmviders. Only one family 

member (50.0%), and one service provider (6.7%) iadicated that they were not satisfied. 

The total median score for ail groups was 3.0, and was also 3.0 for each of the 

groups (except family). The mean scores demonstrateci more variation as they ranged 

nom 2.0 to 2.7, with the mean for aU groups king 2.6. The standard deviation scores for 

aii  groups and each of the groups was less than one (with the exception of f d y ) ,  

indicating a high rating of satisfaction with minor variations. AU groups (with the 

exception of family) seemed to be consistent in the rating. The Kniskal Wallis test score 

(H= 1.3759, df. = 3, P hvo-tailed= .7112) indicated that no statisticaily significant 

ciifference was found in the rating of satisfaction a m s s  groups. 

"How satisfied are you in the way you (the consumer) lemeci about making choicesy'? 

Across groups, 48.6% indicated that they were very satidied with the way they (the 

consumer) leamed about choice making, 45.7% were somewhat satidied, and 5.7% were 



not satiSned Seven consumers (77.8%) inincatecl that they were very satisfied with how 

they learned about choice making, as did one (50.00/0) f d y  member, two (222%) 

governwnt representatives, and seven (46.7%) service providers. There were also seven 

(46.7%) s e ~ c e  providers, seven (77.8%) government representatives and odo (222%) 

consumers who indicated that they were only somewhat satisfied with how they (the 

consumer) leamed about making choices. One f d y  member (50.0%), and o w  s e ~ c e  

provider (6.7%) indicated that they were not satisfied with how the consumer leamed to 

make choices. 

The median score for a.U groups was ody 2.0, indicating an intermediate level of 

satisfaction among the groups. Each of the groups' median scores was also 2.0 with the 

exception of consumers who scored 3.0. The mean scores were between 2.0 and 2.8, with 

the overall mean for al i  groups king 2.4. With the exception of f d y  members, the 

standard deviation scores were ail less then one point The Kniskal Wallis test score (H = 

5.0464, d.f. = 3, P two roiled = -1684) indicated no statistically significant ciifference in 

the rating of satisfaction across groups. 

Sutidaction Viab le  #IO 

%ow satisfied are you with your (the consumer's) retirement plan"? 

Across groups, 60.0% indicated that they were very satisfied with their (the consumer's) 



retirement plan, 34.3% indicated that they were somewhat satisfied, and 5.7% indicated 

that they were not satisfied. Eight (88.9%) consumers iadicated that they were very 

satisfied with their mirement plan as did, 50.W of famiy members, 22.2% of 

government representatives and 66.7% of service providers. Those who indicated that 

they were somewhat saMid included, 11.1% of consumers, 50.0% of f d y  members, 

66.7% of government representatives, and 26.7% of service providers. Only one (1 1.1 %) 

govenunent representative and one (6.7%) service provider indicated that they were not 

satisfied with the retirement plan. 

The median score for a l l  groups was 3.0, indicating a high level of satisfaction with the 

plan. Both sewice providers' and consumers' median scores were 3.0, whereas the family 

median score was 2.5, and the government representative median score was oniy 2.0. The 

mean scores were between 2.1 and 2.9, with the overail mean score for ail groups king 

2.5. The standard deviation score for each and all groups was less then one point, 

indicating consistency in rating between and within groups. The Kniskal Wallis test score 

(H = 8.3 544, d.f r 3, P two-tailed = .0392) indicated, however, that some ciifferences 

did exist across the groups with respect to this rating of satisfaction. A Mann Whitney-U 

test score indicated that coosumers and govemment representatives Mered  as consumers 

were more satisfied with the retirement plan than were govemment representatives 

(U=13 .O, n= 9,9, P two-tailed = .0054). 



To determine ifthe vatiables in the outeorne survey are reiated, a Cronbach alpha test was 

m. The results of this test (-885) indicate a high degree of intemal consistency and a 

common pattern of response with respect to the 10 satisfaction outcome variables. The 

descriptive statistics for the total levels of satisniction are presented in Table 5. Across 

the groups, the mean summative score was 25.7. Consumm had the highest mean 

summative score (27.1) indicatuig that they were the most satisfied with the outcomes of 

the program. Govemment representatives' (25.7) and service providers' (25.1) mean 

suntmative scores also indicate a high level of satidaction with the overall outcomes of 

the program. Family members' mean summative score (23.0) also indicates a positive 

level of satisfaction with the outcornes of the program. The total median score for al1 

groups was 27.0. Service providers (28.0) and consumers (28.0) h;sd the highest median 

scores and family members had the lowest score (23.0). The standard deviation was 4.3 

for aii groups and ranged fiorn 9.9 (famiy representatives) to 2.7 (govemment 

representatives). This indicated that family had the highest disl~epancies in responses and 

govemment representatives were the most consistent as a group in their levels of 

satisfaction.. û v e d ,  the results indicated that ~spoadents were satisfied with the 

outcornes of the progratn. The h k a l  Waiiis test score (H = 1.3 172, d.f. = 3, P NO- 

tailed = -725 1) indicated no statisticaily significant ciifferences in the levels of 

satisfaction across groups. 



ble #4: Total S on Score 

Mean Median mde Std.. 

Conswners 27-1 1 28.88 30-00 3.18 

Family Members 23 .O0 23 .O0 16.00 - 9.90 

Gov. Representatives 25.67 25.00 25 -00 2.65 

Service Providers 25.13 28 .O0 28 .O0 5.0 1 

Total Sample 25.66 27.00 30.00 4.28 

ksumua 

The overail mean satisfaction scores for the total sample was 25.7 out of a possible 30, 

indicating that respondents were satisfied with the outcornes of the Supporteci Retirement 

Program. There were, however, ciifferences in the level of satisfaction across groups for 

specifk variables. Through the statisticai analysis it was detemiined that consumers and 

govemment representatives significantly differed in their satisfaction rating with the 

retirement plan and the services received. In both instances, consumers rated the variable 

much higher than government reptesentatives. This difference of mting in both instances 

may be due to the fact that govemment representatives are not directly involved in the 

1 O9 



day-tdy life of a consumer and are therefore not able to observe the extent to which 

seMces were received or how a plan was implemented. An altemate expianation rnay be 

due to the fact that those more directly involveci (consumers) in a program tend to be less 

critical; wbile those at more of a distance (govemment reptesentatives) rnay be more 

objective. Another possible explanation may be that govemment representatives rnay 

have begun with higher expectations than consumers. Consumers rnay have had very low 

expectations based on past experiences with service systems. 

Across groups, consumers were the most satisfied with the seMces they received, the 

retirement plan, and indicated that they would corne back to the program. They were only 

moderately satisfied with how the program met their needs. This could be due to the fact 

that some participants indicated that they were not "ready" to retire. The two f W y  

members were consistently divided in their rating of satisfaction on aii variables. One 

famiiy member was always satisfied and the other was not satisfied or only moderately 

satisfied. One rnay speculate tbat this lack of satisfaction rnay be due to a negative 

attitude of a family rnember or possibly bis or her limited opinion of the cognitive 

(memory) capability of the consumer. Oovemment representatives indicated that they 

were only moderately satidied with the services that a consumer received, how the 

consumer learned about making choices and the retirement plan. Yet, aU govemment 

representatives indifated that they would refer agah to the program and that if the 



consumer needed help again he or she should return to the program. This again may be 

indicative of the lack of & y - t d y  involvement on the part of governent 

representatives to directly observe the plan and services teceiveci. This response may also 

reflect the pressure for resources experienced by government representatives. Altemately, 

government iepiesentatives may be Iegitimately dissatisfied; but recognize that the 

program is the only resource curzently available. 

The most highly rated satisfaction variables (total satisfaction scores that were rated 

77.0% and higher - most satisfied) were, Satisfaction Variable #4, "If a fiiend needed to 

retire, would you recommend this program to hirn,her?" and Satisfaction Variable 7, "If 

you (the consumer) needed help again would you (they) come back to the program". If 

respondents are prepared to come back to the program or refèr someone else, one would 

assume that this confimis satisfaction in çome aspects; but less satisfaction in others. 

Maybe consumers would come back or refer others because of the lack of other resources. 

The variables with the lowest satisfdon rating (total scores less than 50.0%- least 

satsified) across groups occurred in variable 3; "Did the pgram meet your (the 

consumer's) needs" and variable 9, 'Wow satisfied are you in the way you (the consumer) 

learned about making choicesY'- Service providers and consumers were the two groups 

who most felt that the program did not meet needs. As discussed in the summary of 



survey #2, some s e ~ c e  ploviders may have fèlt threatened by the program, as they were 

not as involveci as they wouid have liked or they may have perceived the program as 

challenging theu abiiity to provide services. One may speculate that consumers who 

indicated that the program ody somewhat met their needs, may have perceived the 

program as pressiiruig hem to retire, when in fact they were still enjoying work. Similar 

to the resuits in s w e y  #2, the way in which consumers leamed about choice making was 

not positively valued by ai l  respondents. Again, these responses may be a reflection of 

subjects' fhtration that this is a ski11 that should be taught at a much eadier age. The 

data very clearly demonstrated that some consumers were eqmiencing rnemory 

problems, and as a result, were unable to benefit fiom this component. 

Even though the overall mean satisfaction score was high for survey #3, the researcher 

was aware of the limitations of client satisfaction sweys. As discussed earlier, client 

satisfaction surveys do not always measure the satisfaction of specinc program 

components. Rather, the surveys have a tendency to measure either gmss satisfaction or 

dissatisfaction. Furthemore, there is the tendency that these types of surveys are 

invariably positive and that respondents have a tendency to say what they think a provider 

of the program wants to hear. This is M e r  exacerbated when inte~ewing persons with 

cognitive disabilities as the msearch indicates that these individuais are more likely to 

display attitudes or behaviors which they believe wül meet with appmval (Wyngaarden, 



198 1). To address these limitations the researcher ûianguiated the data collection by 

administering the sinvey to other key stakeholders. The raearcher also implemented the 

recommendations identified in the iitetatur~ to enhance the vaiidity and reliability of 

participants' respoases to the survey instrument. 

On the whole, the findings indicate that the respondents valued the goals, process and 

outcomes of the Supported Retirement Program with the exception of a few variations 

across groups. The goal statements of the Supported Retirement Program were 

consistently highly valued by al1 groups. AN groups confirmed the value and importance 

of planning and preparation for retirement, increasing communityfleisure awareness and 

enhancing decision-making abilities, involvhg the support network in retirement, and 

facilitating inclusion and acceptaace through developing fiendships and support in the 

community. 

Nthough enhancing the decision-making ability of consumers was identified as an 

important goal, the actual process of teaching decision-making received less than a 

favorable response fiom some of the service providers. This was identified not only in the 

review of the process but also in the satisfaction outcomes. Service providers identined 

that for some co~lswners, learning about decision-making was very diBcult due to 



deciining health and memory diff?dties. Respondents recommended that decision- 

making skills be addressed at a much earlier age and not at retirement It was also 

recommended that teaching decision-makjIlg be a more experientially based process. 

m e r  findings in the rpview of the process confirmeci that on the whole the components 

were important and useful. SpeciGcally, respoadents indicated that retirement awarewss 

building, i d e n m g  barriers to retirement, decision-maMg (to some extent), planning, 

and the PATH were important and helpful components in fmilitating later We options for 

older adults with mental disabilities. Service providers made some recommendations on 

how to improve the pmess that included benet communication and involvement of 

service providers so they are better able to support the components of the pmcess. Issues 

that were identified as barriers to the success of the process were iimited financial 

resources and failing health (memory ~ c d t i e s )  of consumers. 

The overall satisfaction scores indicated that respondents were generdy satided with 

the outcornes of the Supported Retirement Program. There were however ciifferences in 

the rating of satisfaction between govemment representatives and consumers with respect 

to the retirement plan and seMces received by co~lsumers. The majority of respondents 

indicated that they wouid use the program again or refer someone else in need of the 

program, thus indicating a positive level of satisfaction. 



C H A P T E R S  

DISCUSSION 

It seems quite clear h m  the iesuits of this study that on the whole consuxnm, farnily 

members, service providers, government teptesentatives and generic senior organi;riitions 

valued the goals, processes and pmximate outcomes of the Supported Retirement 

Program intervention. The o v d  research fhdhgs point to the conclusion that, with a 

few exceptions, the groups similady valued the goals, outcomes and process of the 

program. As discussed, there were some variations within groups on specinc components 

of the process and between groups on specinc variables in the outcomes. 

Goals~Process= 

The hdings cleariy indicate that the goal statements were higbiy valued by d of the 

stakeholder groups. Consistent with previous research hdings, the snidy confirmed the 

importance of the need for older adults with mental disabilities to leam about retirement. 

The Literature indicates that older aduits with mental disabilities need opportunities to 

receive preparation in order to make the transition fiom a workdnted lifestyle to a 

retirement status (Hawkins* 1993). The research hdings also co&m both the vaiue and 

importance of leisuce awareness. As stated by Tinsely et. al. (1985), as typical 

retirement c'behavi~ur" is less dominateci by work and more defineci by leisure, 



consumers need to be aware of theu leisure options. The rnajority of respondents 

iodicated that leisure awareness was a limitecl skiil for most consuners, and this explains 

why leisure awareness was, in f a  rated as a very important and valuable component of 

the intervention. Previous research indicates that pesoas with mental disabilities have 

underdeveloped leisure sms ,  and, as a result, do not h o w  how to use "fk t h e  " in 

constructive ways (Wehrnan & Schleien, 198 1). To deal with this Limitation, the 

Supported Retirement Program assisted consumers to develop new SUS, explore 

interests and gain awareness regardhg leisure oppominities. 

Amther important goal of the project that is also identified as sipnincant in the research 

fïndings, is the need to identify baniers to retirement. This concem is perhaps a direct 

reflection or indication of the diff?culties that govemment representatives and service 

providers face in their jobs, as the professionals charged with the ultimate responsibility 

to either coordinate or provide services to this older population. This identified 

importance of barriers to retirement may aiso be an indication of the growing pressure 

that professionals are experïencing as more consumers are king identified as being in 

need of retiring. 

In addition to the lack of leisure awareness among c o m e r s ,  the research findings 

indicate that the largest barriers faced by consumers are: a lack of supports (no resources 



to fund support ifpanicipating outside ofexisting service system), lack of structure 

("without a program they will have nothhg to do"), social isolation, and loss of income. 

Carefùi consideration mut be paid to financial plamhg andior security, as the iiterature 

confïms that this is one of the most important factors in retirement adjustment (Atchely, 

1976; Ward, 1979). 

As indicated by the research resuits, the goal of learning how to rnake decision/choices 

was highly valued by al l  groups. T'his was considered to be an important goal, as few 

iadividuals with mental disabilities have had the opportunity to make decisions, or have 

been taught the appropriate skills to make decisions (Ward, 1988; Houghton, Bronicki, & 

Guess, 1987). In recogninng k t e d  decision-making skills, the Supported Retirement 

Program mode1 enabled some consumers to ieam about decision-making as a step 

towards empowemient The Supported Retirement Program focussed on improving 

knowledge and awareness, and consequently increased the opportunity for iaformed 

decision making to occur. As discussed, however, there were recommendations made on 

how to better facilitate this ski11 and also to the effect that its development shouid occur at 

a much eariier age. 

AU groups consistentiy rated planning as an important activity. A goal of the Supported 

Retirement Program was to provide each consumer with an opportunity to formaily 



explore (together with their support network) new ideas and goals as weîi as activities in 

which they would like to participate- The value and importance of planning has also been 

recognized in the literature as an effective tool for teaching oldei aduits with cognitive 

disabilities about the options that are available during their retirement years (Laughlin & 

Cotton, 1994). 

Another signincant h d h g  in the study as noted by service provida, was the negative 

perception of some consumers towards leisure7 when compared to their perception of 

work. According to some of the service providers, initially, some of the consumers did 

not perceive leisure as a valued activity or a positive way to spend their tirne, when they 

couid be working insted The fïndings indicated that the intervention provided 

consumers with the opportuaity to leam abouî, and expience leisure as a positive 

opportunity. The literature indicates that having a positive Mew of leisure may encourage 

an individuai to leave the worHorce (Beehr, 1986). By providing consumers with the 

opportunity to leam about and eXpenence positive leisure activities, this program did 

encourage some individuals to consider retirement. 

Outcornes 

As indicated in the findings, significant differences were found in the level of 

satisfaction with the retirement plan, between consumers and government 



representatives. Consumers (and savice providers to a lesser extent) indicated a higher 

level of satisfaction than did government representatives. As no qualitative data were 

collected for this variable, one can only speculate as to why the= are significant 

differences of opinion between these groups. One thought is, as the plan is owned and 

developed by the consumer, and the Sennce provider is responsible for the direct 

implementation of it, the success of the plan would be more readily apparent to these two 

groups, and could lïkely resuit in a higher level of satisfaction. Government 

representatives, on the other han& are typicaüy responsible for overseeing the 

coordination of resources for a plan, and are therefore more removed nom the outcome 

of the planning process. They would iikely be less aware of the success of the retirement 

plan with respect to the positive impact on individual consuners. As a consequence, it is 

possible that this may result in a lower level of satisfaction. Another possibility is that 

government representatives are less close to the program aml may have a more objective 

view. They may ais0 be more cntical, as they couid be more knowledgable about what is 

possible. 

The second variable in which cliffierences occurred, was regarding the responses to the 

question, "if a consumer needed help again, would they come back to the program?" The 

findings indicated that service providers and government representatives differed in their 

opinions. Government representatives strongly indicated that an individuai would come 



back to the prograrn whereas service providers indicated only partial interest in an 

individual Rtirming to the program. One may specuiate that perhaps some of the service 

providers perceived the program as a "threat" to their client base. That is, if more of their 

program consumers wodd be refecred to the program, this would remit in a loss of 

revenue or senrice abilities. On the other hand, government representatives may perceive 

this program as an excellent tesource for clients to use again- As well, govenunent 

representatives rnay realize that there are no altemate programs to facilitate retirement 

that is Likely to be fimded. Conversely, service providers may feel that fewer benefits wiU 

be gained by repeating the program. 

The third variable where groups signincantly differed in satisfaction, was in the rating of 

seMces that the consumers received. The findings indicated that consumers and 

government representatives differed in their Ievel of satisfaction with services received. 

Consumers were more satisfied tban government representatives with the services 

received. Although not statistically different fiom govemment representatives, service 

providers also indicated a hi& level of satisfaction with the seMces received by the 

consumer. As discussed, this difference in level of satisfacton may be due to the fact that 

govermnent representatives are not involved in the day-to-day iives of consumers and 

therefore are not witness to the actuai services provideci, or it may reflect government 

representatives' distance and objectivity about the program. Simiiarily this finding may 



suggest that consumers have lower expectations than government representatives. 

As indicated earlier, the importance of including the input of individuais with mental 

disabilities cannot be overstated. This input is even more important when measuring the 

social vaIidity of an intervention. As the appropriateness of programs and services for 

people with disabilities continues to be a controversial issue, validating an intervention 

fiom a consumer perspective is essential. The researcher feels that the data gathered fiom 

consumers are credible and diable as carefùl attention was paid to employing the 

recommendations cited in the literature for interviewhg pemm with cognitive 

disabilities. 

The interview experience connmied that it was wful to use a open- ended questions and 

. .  . Likert- type questions as this rmmmmd the operation of acquiescence. The researcher 

also felt very prepared for each interview as detailed information on the level of cognitive 

impairment and communication skius of each respondent was provided. Furthermore, the 

researcher had extensive work experience in supporthg persans with cognitive 

disabiiities. To ensure that consumers understood the range of response categones the 

researcher utilized pictures to complement the verbal questions. Open-ended questions 

enabled the researcher to probe furthet for detailed and relevant information. As a r e d t  



of this interview experience and Ui addition to the recommendations cited in the Merature, 

the researcher m e r  recommends that interviews should be short (not more than 30 

minutes). If  an interview is not able to be completed in this time fiame, another 

appointment shouid be scheddeâ to complete i t  The researcher found that some of the 

coasumers tired easily and were not as attentive. Furthemiore, due to the memory 

difEculties of older addts with mental disabibies, interviews should be conducted 

immediately foilowhg an intervention. k a t  efforts should also be made to arrange 

interviews with consumers in a quiet area with limitecl distractions. Some consumers 

spoke very soffly and at times their answers were not easily heard. Consumers may find it 

annoying to have to repeat their m e r s ,  and the researcher ruas the nsk of missing some 

the data. 

There were sorne limitations of the design of this research study. With respect to intemal 

vaiîdity, the research study was not an experimental design and therefore, did not involve 

a randomized control group. In the absence of a control group, it cannot be stated that the 

outcomes of the program were exclusively due to the intervention. The extemai vaiidity 

of the study was limited in that it was a small progmm with a smaii sample selected using 

non-probabiiity samplingand only one organizatioa pmviding the intervention (one 

setting). Due to this iimitation, the findings cannot necessarily be generaiized to other 



settings, clients or programs. The constnict validity of the research design was also 

ümited. The resea~cher utilized the safeguards recommended in the literature and even 

went beyond those recommendations. However, respondents stül may have responded in 

a socialiy desirable or aquiescent maaner. The statisticai conclusion vaiidity was Iimited 

as Type 2 e m > ~  were possible in that real ciiflierences may have been missed because of 

the limited statisîical power flowing h m  the srna11 sample size. 

Future research in the area of retirement planning for older addts with mental disabilities 

should foeus on fiutber refining and testing a program model that will facilitate the later 

life needs of older addts with mental disabilities. Specifïcally, fiiture research should 

involve incorporating the suggestions outiined in this study into the existing Supported 

Retirement Program model and piloting the program again; but with a larger sample and 

a randomized control group. This research should also expand hto the niral areas; and the 

intervention should be deiivered by more than one seNice provider. 

Another potential area for research is to explore the roles and respomibilities of the 

generic senior service system. Specifically, a study could measure the attitude that this 

system has towards including people with disabilities in their services, whether or not 

generic s e ~ c e  providers feel they have adequate resource to facilitate the inclusion of 



this group and what , if any, resources, skills or training would be needed. Finally, a third 

area of research could focus exclusively on i d e n m g  the systemic barriers to retirement 

for older adults with mental disabilities. As part of this barrier identification, 

correspondhg solutions could be explored. 

As described, the d t s  of the study that suggest that the key stakeholders o f  the 

project believe that the goals, process and outcornes of the supported retirement program 

contribute to meeting the needs of older adults with mental disabilities. Never-the-les, a 

number of recomrnendations are identified for consideration below. 

* Retirement planning should begin at a much earlier stage. The research findings 

suggest that retirement planning should occur not at retirement but prior to retirement. 

Several consumers, due to declining health and mernory diniculties were not able to M y  

benefit h m  a retirement planning process. The literature also reinforces this 

recommendation, as it indicates that early planning pmvides the long term preparation 

time aeeded to estabiish leisure activity pattern, and financiai security (Fiîlenabum, 

1979). The impact of retirement planning is most useful when it is performed in a timely 

manner commencing earlier in the employment cycle (Anderson and Weber, 1993). 



Decision-making skills for persans with mental disabiIities shouid be taught at a much 

earlier age. The fïndings cleatly indicated that individuab should not just be beginning to 

leam how to make a decision at retirement. Decision-making is an essential life long ski11 

that al i  people should be learning k m  a very early age. There should be greater emphasis 

on teacbiag decision-making tbroughout the Life cycle; and in particular, in the school 

system. Sentice providers shouid also be encourageci to facilitate and develop as many 

opportunities as possible for decision-making throughout the M e  cycle for consumers. 

* There should be on-going communication with generic service providers. The research 

findïngs indicated that generic senior s e ~ c e  providers were unclear regatding their 

potential d e s  in fxilitating opportunities for individuals with mental disabilities. There 

shouid be more information, support and training exchanged amss disability and generic 

systems. This exchange may remit in increased collaboration and cooperation among the 

two systems. 

* Continuous training opportunities on later We issues (ie. heaith issues, later üfe 

options, barriers, etc.) for older adults with mental disabilities should be made available 

to service providers (residentid and &y service providers). The fhdings indicated that 

service providas wanted more information and involvement in the Supported Retirement 

Program. Currently, service providers do not receive any training on supporthg older 



adults with mentai disabilities. Furthemore, if this training becornes avdable, it should 

be offered on a contuiuous basis due to the high staffturnover rates in service provider 

organkations. If m a r e  expected to facilitate the choices and needs of older adults with 

mental disabilities, they deserve (and the consumer deserves) to receive adequate training 

and preparation. 

* There should be increased flexiiiiity in the hding of senices for older aduits with 

mental disabilities. The research findings indicated tbat there is a lack of individuaiized 

supports physically and progtammaticaiiy available to facilitate later Me options. If the 

choices or activities of the older adult fd outside of the ''walls" or mandate of day 

programs or residentid programs they are simply not addressed. These programs do not 

have the resources to provide more individualized services. Currently, hding is divided 

into day services fiinding and residential services fûnding. These fûnding sources are 

mutually exclusive of each other. If an individuai wants to retire fiorn work or the day 

service, that money cannot be redirected to the residential service provider. Another 

flexibility problem is that most funding is based on a standard per diem formula, and does 

not allow for adequate resources to provide individuaiized senrices. Although 

individuaiized senices are costly (when compand to standard per diem funded services), 

more individualized support fiom tirne to the, should not be an unreasonable 

expectation. 



* Specific organisrations should be targeted to provide later Life supports and services. 

The reseamh findiogs indicated tbat service pmviders w m  concerneci about who wouid 

continue to provide retirement supports to consumers once the Supported Retirement 

Program concluded. Some of the senice providers indicated that they did not have the 

resources or expertise to continue to support consumers in their retirement activities. 

Currently, ail s e ~ c e  providers are expected to camy out the goals of a consumer that are 

identifieci in the individual plan. This poses a difficdty for some organhtions, as they 

may not possess the expertise or resources to be able to effectively facilitate the 

individual's goals outlined in the individual planning process. By targeting andfor 

identifj6ng specific organkations to provide services to the older adults, the necessary 

expertise and resources may be developed. 

* There shodd be better communication and coordination between the Supported 

Retirement Program and service providers (ie. residentid and &y service providers). The 

research findings indicated that service providers wanted to be more involved and 

infomed about the pmgram. Programs have a tendency to be territorial and very rigid in 

what they can and cannot do. This ultimately compromises the seMces and supports an 

individual consumer is supposed to receive. There should be greater collaboration among 

service providers so that the goals of the individuals can be facilitated in a positive and 

efficient way. 



Con- 

In conclusion, the te~eatch hdings h m  al i  three phases. on the whole, suggest that the 

stakeholders found the goals of the Supported Retirement Program to be valuable. It was 

m e r  found that the Supported Retirement Program process facilitated a d o r  identified 

the later We needs of consumers. FinaUy, the research findings ïndicated that the 

outcomes of the program were valued by ail stakeholders, with some minor variations. 

Given these hdings, it is evident that there is support for the social importance of the 

process and the effects of the Supported Retirement Program under study. 
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APPENDIX 1: Consent Fomrs 



Consent Fonn 
Supponed Retirement Pmject 

The Health, Leisure and Human Performance R e s e d  htituk of the 
Facuity of Ph* Education d * ~ e c r e a t i o n  Studies at the University of 
Manitoba t coriducthg a mseuJi study. The purpose of the shuip ie to 
investigate the impact of a supported retirernent pmgram on adutts with a 
mental disability. 

You are beEng askeà (0 partiapate in Chis nreatch study* If pou a p e  to 
participate in tNs saidy, you wiil be e p c t d  to become mmfved in a onre 
weekly ptognm designed m heip you &am a h t  mtimxmt and decide what 
youdd î ike tod~a~youre t i re  Thispmgramwillconfirruefor 
approxImately one y-. 

ki addition, dUemg the pmject we wiU be asking you 9peStiOriS tkough 
interviews. You may a& your care pmvidet or any otha person of your 
choice to be with pou durfng the intemiews. 

Answers pmvided by pou will be kept ptivate and in a secure nling cabmet 
Any idenafplig information about you will not be induded m any Writkn or 

1 understand the purpose d the study. I realîze that 1 m y  quit at any t h e  
and h t  ail information gathered will be kcpt confidentid. 

Signature OC Participant 
Date 

Witness 
Date 

. 



- Consent Fom * 
Suppded Etebment Pmject 

The Health, Leisure and Human Performance Reseaxh fnstibte of-the 
F a d t y  of Phpsioai Edu&tion and Recreatian S t u W  at the UNversIv of 
Manitoba is COr\ducting a rrscuch study. The purpse of the study is to 
investigate the impact of a supported &irement program cm adults with a - 
mental disabiUtg. - 

is being as- to participate in this research saidy. 
If s/he does participate, e/he wiU be expected to b . - ùivolved in ri once 
weekly program designed to help the partîcipant leam about retirement and 
dede  what s/he would IlLe O do as s/he retires. This program will continue 
for apprmhately one year. - 

In addition, during the pioject we will be asking the participant questions by 
uçing interviews. S/he may ask a care provider or any other person of choie 
to be with her/htn during the intemiews. 

Answes provided by the pazticipant WU be kept private and in a secure fiiing 
cabinet Any idenmg information WU not be induded in any written or 
published report of the study. 

The p-ant-will be given the above information before invoIvement in 
the projcct and wiU be Uiformed that s/he may quit the study at any the.  

I understand the purpose of this study , that the infomation gathered WU be 
kept confidential, and the pQVtJcipant may quit at eny tirne. 

* For consumers under the mpeMson of the public tnistee. 



Consent Fa= * 
Supported Rem-t -jeet 

The He- L&sw and Ruman Perfo- R e s e d  krstitute of the 
F a d t y  of Ph.ical Education and ~eaeation S t d b  at the University of 
Manitoba is eondticting a roseaKh mdy. The purpose of the studp % to 
hvestigate the impact of a supparred retizement program on addts with a 

- .  

mental disability. 

If youcolisenttopartkipateinbiisshtdy, yyoUbeexpeckdsgecoedtoer 
questions at the begiraiing. middle and end of the &y, regarding the 
individual i n v o l .  and his/het participation in the pmject. 

Answezs pmvided by you will be kept private and in a secure fiüng cabinet. 
The ans- wiU not have your name on the fora only a number. h y  
i d e n w g  hf6rmaticm about you w3î not be Muded in any witten or 
published -Et of the mdy. 

Thank pou for yout hdp. 

I understand the purpose of the shidy. 1 realize tfipt 1 may quit at any Orne 
and that aii information gathered WU be kept confidentid. 

Signature of Participant 
Date - 

witness 
Date 

* Family Membem, Service Providm, Govemment Representatives, Generic Service 
- 

Providers 



APPENDOC 2: LETTER TO RESPONDENTS 

SURVEY INSTRUMENT 1 

SURVEY INSTRUMENT 2 

SURVEY INSTRUMENT 3 



Dear 

The dCmDIlStration phase of the Suppatad Retircmeat Rojcct, spcmsmd by Strpgaon 
Creck Enterph8 Ino. ( S m  and the Health, &&nue and Humm Pesformrince Institutc at the 
University of Manitoba, was mcatly mmplcta& The purpose of the pmjcct was to devdop, 
ùnplemcat and test a community-baSdd ~ u p p o d  Retimnait Modd for oldn duits with mental 
disabilitics. The pmjcct aiso incIuded an cxtcmbc cvaluatiioa c~lllponent. 

Patt of the cvaluation oomp~llcat mvolvcs the coilCCbbon of fccdback ftom CO-, 

f d y  reembaa, service p d e m ,  govcmmujt r e p ~ t a t i v c s  and mainstream seniot 
orgauizations, w r ~ e g  ths &&CIICSS of the prognm modeL You have been selected b 
respand to a questionnaire. Yom timt in uiswering tbir short questionnaire and rrtiirnmg it to 
us wiil be g r d y  appccciilted., and may be insbumental in dctamhhg the ftture of the 
Suppomci Retirwicnt Pmgmm. The qucatiiamain shouid ody take about an miautes to 
completc, and 1 ask bat yar rebirn it by Aagast 1,1996. A seW- stamped eavelope 
is enclosed for your oonvcnience. 

1 th& you in advancc fa your asaistance and caopcmticm with rtspcct b this 
questionnaire. Plcase be Prrsurcd thst ail rcgponses wiii be kcpt confidential. 



S U R .  #1: 
GOAL STAmMENTS: SUPPORTED RETIREMESNT PROJECI. 

The following ue the pmgram goah fa the Supporâcd Rctllanent PmjCd Please 
mte t l ~ h  statanent and prwidc mfamrtion on why yoo chose a parti& rating. We are 
interestad in your honcst opinions, wbettict thcy arc positive or ncgativt. Pleare anmm di of the 
questions. We aiao wcloomt your 00m~#ll ts rad suggdms- Thank you vcy much, we 
appreciate yaa hdp. 

i 

How do p u  fa1 about the FoUowing goal atatmmts: 

1. To help oldsr adults with msntai di8abilitit8 leam about retirement, 

What about the goai do you find impatmt a not impoapnt?: 

2. To fhd out what kacpdstops o k  aduits with msntai disabilities h m  retÿiag. 

3. To find ways of rohring the pb1ans of ntirairsnt fbr olda aduits with mentai 
disabilitics. 

What about the goal do you h d  impomnt a aot important?: 



4. To help older addts with meneal disabilitics kam about thmgs t~ do in die oommunity. 
vay  m t  - 
somewhat mipataat - 
not at aü importaat - 
What about the goal do you find hportant or not importarit?: 

5. To hclp olda adula wiîh mcntai disabiiitis, make choiccs about the things they would 
lîke to do. 

What about the goai do you fmd imporht a not imposant?: 

What about the goal do you find important a not miportant?: 

7. To mPLe nas fiuDüy and finends know about and help older adults with mental 
disabilitits in th& rctirement 

V e I y  important - 
somewbat mipoaant - 
not at al1 @ortant - 



What about the g d  & you tUd imprtant or not mipomnt?: 

8. To help olda aduits wiîh &entai dinrihilitics parîicipate m activitics (do the things they 
want to Q) m their home wmunmitics. . - 
vely important - 
samcwhat important - 
not at al1 importint - 
What about the goai do you h d  empaitint a not important?: 

9. To help oldcr adults with mental disabilitiies make ntw tnaids at th& new &tics. 

What about the goal do you find important or not hporîant?: 

10. To help olda adula with mental diaabilities in budgcting for new activitics and to help 
them get to thtir new (LCfiVities. 

very important - 
somewfiat important - 
not at al1 important - 



What about the goal do you find mgOaaat or not important?: 

very miportant - 
sopacwtipt mipatrnt -- 
not at au impomt - 
What about the gool do you fhd important or not hportant'k 

12. An thete any 0th goals not yct considercd that should bc mcluded? 



Introduction/L,ead ùi: This pst year you spent dot of t h e  with Colleen taiking about 

retirement, leaniiog about different things and trying new things. 1 wodd like to ask you 

some questions on what you think about wfiat has happened this jast year. 
* - 

1. Awareness Building: 

How much did you leam about retirement in meeting with Colleen? 

a Describe what you fomd to be usefiil wtKn you were ieaming about 

retirement? 

b. Why were the things you leamed about important to you? 

c. Given your situation how did you find teaming about retirement helpful? 

2. Barriers: How much did you leam about bamers to retirement? 

a. How usefiil was it to leam and talk about barriers? 

b. Why did you think you needed to leam about barriers? 

c. How was learning about barriers helpful to you in your situation? 

Now we are going to Eslk about decision making. Did Colleen show you the 
foUowing four steps in decision making?: 

Goal: what do you want to bappen? 
Options: tbings you can pick h m  
m e n :  consequences; if you do this then what would happen? 
Decide: make a decision 
How much did you lem about them? 



a How àid it help you make decisions? 

b. How has this helped you be more independent? 

c. How else has leamkg more about decision-making helped you? 

d. How has it made a diffetence in your We? 

4. Planning: 

How much have you leameà about planning? 

a How has lean* about planning helped you? 

b. How has plamhg helped you do more things that you want to do? 

c. How did you fée1 about doing planning and deciding for yourseif? 

What do you remember about when you and your f d y  and the people you wor k 
with met to talk about changes you wanted to make? W e  had the big poster on the 
Wall: The PATH* 

a How did it help you make the changes you wanted to make? 

b. How was the PATH helpful given your situation? 

a What are the al l  the ways you have changed over the past year? 

b. What has the program had to do with this? 



SURVM #3 CSQ (&&bon & Zwick, 1982) 
(-1 

CIRCLE YOUR ANS- - - 
1. How d d  p u  rate the &ces (mpprkd mthmcnt program) you rcceived? 

2. Did you get the kind of &cc you wantd? 

3. Did the program (suppated retirement) meet your a d ?  

4. If a f&nd needcd ta retin, would you rccomme~~d üiU program to hirn/het? 

2 
maybe 

5. How satisfied am you with the amount of help you nceived b m  the program? 

1 
not 
satisfid 



6. ûverall, how satisfid are you with d c e  you LiCCCiVd? 

7. If you ncedcd hclp again, wouid yori comc badc to our ~nognm? 

8. How d s f i d  arc you widi the way yau leamcd about -0 

3 ' 2 1 
VC3r a iittle - uot 
saîisficd satisfied satisfid 

9. HOW satisifed rre you witû the way you leamad about making choices (decision making)? 

10. How satisüéci arc you with your retmmsnt p h  O? % 

1 2 3 
not a littie V-5' 
satisfid satisfied satisficd 

1 1. Any COHI~IICII~S or suggestions? 



SURVEY #3: CSQ (Aakisson & ZwiciC. 1982) 
(SeNice pmviders, tiimily memebers, govenunent representatives) 

Please help us imprmre the Supported Retucment Rogrsm by anmering some questions 
about the services the consumer d v d  W e  tue interested in your honest opinions, 
whether they are positiye or negative. Please anmer aii of the questions. W e  al= 
welcome your comments and suggestions. Thank you vay much, we qpre&te your 
help. 

CIRCLE YOUR ANS- 

How wouid you rate the services (supportad ntiresasnt prognm) recdvad by 
9 

Did get the kind of semicc he/shc wantd? 

2 
kind of 

Did the progrpm (supportad ntiremcOt) meet nccds? 

2 
kind of 

How satisfied an you with the anmunt of help d v e d  fran the program? 

1 
not 
satisfid saîsified satisfied 



6. Overall, bow satisfied are you with the semice received? 

1 2 3 
not a iittie V W  - 
satisfied satis fiaî satisfied 

7. If n d c d  help again, would hdshe ccnne back to our pmgtaai? 

3 2 1 
Yes maybe no 

Ieamed about rctVentcn 8. How satisfied are you with the way t? 

3 2 I 
VerY a iiüle - not 
satisfied satisfiad satisfied 

9. How satisifd are you with the way leanid about mekmg choices (decision 
m g ) ?  

3 2 1 
very a little not 
satisfied satisfied satisfied 

10. How aatisiféd are p u  with ntirwent plan PATH)? 

1 2 3 
not a Little VerY 
satisfiad satisfied satisfiad 

1 1. Comments or suggestions? 



APPENDIX 3: TABLE 2, GOAL S T A T E ~ S  



importance Rating of Goal Statements 

GOAL STA-MENTS 
VARIABLE: GOAL 1 (N- 39) 

Response: 1 2 3 
GROUP n % n % n % 

2 O 0.0 O 0.0 8 100.0 
3 O 0.0 O 0.0 2 100.0 
4 O 0.0 2 $4.3 12 85.7 
5 O 0.0 2 40.0 3 60.0 

ALL O 0.0 5 12.8 34 87.2 

VARIABLE: GOAL 2 

Response: 1 2 3 
GROUP n % n % n % 

1 1 10.0 3 30.0 6 60.0 
2 O 0.0 O 0.0 8 100.0 
3 O 0.0 1 50.0 1 50.0 
4 2 14.3 O 0.0 12 85.7 
5 O 0.0 1 20.0 4 80.0 

ALL 3 7.7 5 12.8 31 79.5 

VARIABLE: GOAL 3 

Response: 1 2 3 
GROUP n % n % n % 

1 O 0.0 2 20.0 8 80.0 
2 O 0.0 O 0.0 8 100.0 
3 O 0.0 O 0.0 2 100.0 
4 O 0.0 2 14.3 12 85.7 
5 O 0.0 1 20.0 4 80.0 

ALL O 0.0 5 12.8 34 87.2 

VARIABLE: GOAL 4 

Response: 1 2 3 
GROUP n % n % n % 

1 O 0.0 2 20.0 8 80.0 
2 O 0.0 1 12.5 7 87.5 
3 O 0.0 O 0.0 2 100.0 
4 O 0.0 5 35.7 9 64.3 
5 O 0.0 1 20.0 4 80.0 

ALL O 0.0 9 23.1 30 76.9 

Mean Median M o d e  SO 
2.90 3.00 3.00 0.316 

Mean Mediin M o d e  SD 
2.50 3.00 3-00 0.707 

Mean Median Mode SD 
2.80 3.00 3.00 0.422 
3.00 3-00 3.00 0.000 
3.00 3-00 3.00 0.000 
2.86 3-00 3.00 0.363 
2.80 3.00 3.00 0.447 
2.87 3.00 3.00 0.339 

Mean Median Mode SD 
2.80 3.00 3.00 0.422 
2.88 3.00 3.00 0.354 
3.00 3.00 3.00 0.000 
2.64 3.00 3.00 0.497 
2.80 3.00 3.00 0.445 
2.77 3.00 3.00 0.427 
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VARIABLE: GOAL 5 GOAL STAmMENTS 

Response: 1 2 - 3 
GROUP n % n % n % 

1 O 0.0 2 20.0 8 80.0 
2 O 0.0 O 0.0 8 100.0 
3 O 0.0 1 50.0 1 50-0 
4 O 0.0 2 14.3 12 65.7 
5 O 0.0 O 0.0 5 100.0 

ALL O 0.0 5 12.8 34 87.2 

VARIABLE: GOAL 6 

Response: 1 2 3 
GROUP n % n % n % 

1 O 0.0 1 10.0 9 90.0 
2 O 0.0 1 12.5 7 87.5 
3 O 0.0 1 50.0 1 50.0 
4 O 0.0 1 7.1 13 92.9 
5 O 0.0 O 0.0 5 100.0 

AL1 O 0.0 4 10.3 35 89.7 

VARIABLE: GOAL 7 

GROUP n % n % n % 
1 O 0.0 3 30.0 7 70.0 
2 O 0.0 1 12.5 7 87.5 
3 O 0.0 150.0 1 50.0 
4 O 0.0 1 7.1 13 92.9 
5 O 0.0 1 20.0 4 80.0 

ALL O 0.0 7 17.9 32 82.1 

VARIABLE: GOAî 8 

Response: 1 2 3 
GROUP n % n % n % 

1 O 0.0 1 10.0 9 90.0 
2 O 0-0 O 0.0 8 400.0 
3 O 0-0 O 0.0 2 100.0 
4 O 0.0 2 14.3 12 85.7 
5 O 0.0 120.0 4 80.0 

ALL O 0.0 4 10.3 35 89.7 

I Mode SD 
1 3.00 0.316 

3.00 0.354 
l 200 sa00 0.707 

3-00 0.267 
3.00 0.000 
3-00 0.307 

Mean Median Mode SD 
2.70 3.00 3-00 0.483 

Mean Median Mode SD 
2.90 3.00 3.00 0.316 



GOAL STATEMENTS 

VARIABLE: GOAL 9 

Response: 1 2 3 
GROUP n % n % n % 

1 O 0.0 O 0.0 10 100.0 
2 t 12.5 O 0.0 7 87.5 
3 O 0.0 1 50.0 1 50.0 
4 O 0.0 3 21.4 11 78.6 
5 O 0.0 1 20.0 4 80.0 

ALL 1 2.6 5 12.8 33 84.6 

VARIABLE: GOAL 10 

Response: 1 2 3 
GROUP n % n % n % 

1 O 0.0 O 0.0 10 100.0 
2 O 0.0 O 0.0 8 100.0 
3 150.0 O 0.0 O 50.0 
4 O 0.0 3 21.4 11 78.6 
5 O 0.0 120.0 4 80.0 

ALL 1 2.6 4 10.3 34 87.2 

VARIABLE: GOAL 11 

Response: 1 2 3 
GROUP n % n % n % 

1 1 10.0 2 20.0 7 70.0 
2 O 0.0 O 0.0 8 100.0 
3 O 0.0 O 0.0 2 100.0 
4 O 0.0 4 28.6 10 71.4 
5 1 20.0 O 0.0 4 80.0 

ALL 2 5.1 6 15.4 31 79.5 

Mean Median Mode SD 
3.00 3.00 3.00 0.000 

Mean Median Mode SD 
3-00 3.00 3.00 0.000 

Mean Median Mode SD 
2.60 3.00 3.00 0.699 



Goal Swrnents: . 

1. To help older adults with mental disabilities leam about retirement 
2. To find out what keeplstops older adults with mental disabilities from retiring. 
3. To find ways of sdving the problems of retirement for older aaults with mental 
disabilities. 
4.To help ofder adults with mental disabilities leam about things to do in the 
community. 
5. To help older adults with mental disabilities make choices about the things 
they would like to do. 
6. To help older adults with mental disabilities plan for their retirement. 
7. To make sure famify and ftiends know about and help older adults with mental 
disabilities in their reürement. - 
8. To help okler aduits with mental disabiliües participate in acüvities in their 
home comrnunities. 
9. To help older adults with mental disabiiities make new friends at their new 
act'vities. 
10. To help older adults with mental disabilities in budgeting for new adMties 
and to help them get to their new activities 
11. To make sure that older adults with mental disabilities continue to see their 
fnends from work. 

Gmup 1: Consumers 
Group 2: Govemment Repmsentatives 
Group 3: Family Mernbers 
Group 4: Service Providers 
Group 5: Generic Setvice Providen 

1. Very important 
2. Somewhat important 
3. Not at al1 important 



APPENDIX 4: TABLE 4, SATXSFACT'ION OUTCOMES 



SATISFACTION OtrrCOMES 

(Nt 35) 

VARIABLE: SATISFACTION 1 

Response: 1 2 3 
GROUP n % n % - n % 

1 O 0.0 1 11.1 8 ô89 
2 O 0.0 150.0 1 50-0 
3 O 0.0 7 77.8 2 22.2 
4 1 6.7 4 26.7 10 66.7 

ALL 1 2.9 13 37.1 21 60-0 

VARIABLE: SATlSFACTlON 2 

Response: 1 2 3 
GROUP n % n % n % 

1 O 0.0 3 33.3 6 66.7 
2 150.0 O 0.0 1 50.0 
3 O 0.0 3 33.3 6 66.7 
4 1 6.7 5 33.3 9 60.0 

ALL 2 5.7 11 3f -4 22 62.9 

VARIABLE: SATISFACTION 3 

Response: 1 2 3 
GROUP n % n % n % 

VARIABLE: SATISFACTION 4 

Response: 1 2 3 
GROUP n % n % n % 

1 1 11.1 1 11.1 7 n.8 
2 O 0.0 150.0 1 50.0 
3 O 0.0 1 11.1 8 88.9 
4 2 13.3 2 13.3 11 73.3 

ALL 3 8.6 5 14.3 27 n .1  

Mean Mediin Mode SD 
2.89 3.00 3-00 0.333 

2.50 2-00 a $m 0.707 
2.00 2.00- 0.441 
3.00 3.00 0.632 
3.00 3.00 0.558 

Mean Median Mode SD 
2.67 3.00 3.00 0.500 

Mean Median Mode SD 
2.33 3.00 3.00 0.866 
2-50 2.50 zoo a3.w 0.707 
2-67 3.00 3-00 0.500 
2-13 2.00 2.00 0.640 
2.34 2.00 3-00 0.684 

Mean Median Mode SD 
2.67 3-00 3-00 0.707 



SAllSFACliON OUTCOMES 

VARIABLE: SATISFACTION 5 

Response: 1 2 3 
GROUP n % n % n % 

1 1 11.1 3 33.3 5 55.6 
2 1 50.0 O 0.0 1 50.0 
3 O 0.0 3 33.3 6 66-7 
4 1 6.7 5 33.3 9 ûû.0 

ALL 3 8.6 11 31.4 21 6û.O 

VARIABLE: SATISFACTION 6 

Response: 1 2 3 
GROUP n % n % n % 

1 O 0.0 O 0.0 9 100.0 
2 1 50.0 O 0.0 1 50.0 
3 O 0.0 3 33.3 6 66.7 
4 2 13.3 3 20.0 10 66.7 

ALL 3 8.6 6 17.1 26 74.3 

VARIABLE: SATISFACTION 7 

Response: 1 2 3 
GROUP n % n % n % 

VARIABLE: SATISFACTION 8 

Response: 1 2 3 
GROUP n % n % n % 

1 O 0.0 4 44.4 5 55.6 
2 1 50.0 O 0.0 1 50-0 
3 O 0-0 5 55.6 4 44.4 
4 1 6.7 3 20.0 11 73.3 

ALL 2 5.7 11 31.4 22 62.9 

Meml Median. Mode SD 
2.44 3.04 3.00 0.726 

Mean Median Mode Sb 
3.00 3.06 3.00 0.000 

Mean Median Mode SD 
2.89 3.00 3.00 0.333 

Mean Median Mode SD 
2-56 3.00 3.00 0.527 



SATtSFACllON OUTCOMES 

VARIABLE: SATlSFACTlON 9 

Response: 1 2 3 
GROUP n % n % n % - . .  

1 O 0.0 2 22.2 7 n.8 
2 1 50.0 O 0.0 1 50.0 
3 O 0.0 7 ï7.8 2 22.2 
4 1 6.7 7 46.7 7 46.7 

ALL 2 5.7 16 45.7 17 48.6 

VARIABLE: SATISFACtlON 10 

Response: 1 2 3 
GROUP n % n % n % - .  

1 O 0.0 111.1 8 88.9 
2 O 0.0 150.0 1 50.0 
3 1 111 6 66.7 2 22.2 
4 1 6.7 4 26.7 10 66.7 

ALL 2 5.7 12 34.3 21 60.0 

Mean Median Mode SD 
2-78 3.00 3.00 0.441 
2-00 2-00 1.W & 3.00 1 Al4 
2.22 2-00 2-00 0.441 
2.40 2.00 2.M) 0.632 
2.43 2.00 3.00 0.608 

Mean Median Mode SD 
2.89 3.00 3.00 0.333 



1. How would you rate the seiviœs you (the consumer) reœived? 
2. Did you (the consumer) get the kind of sewke you (helshe) wanted? 
3. Did the program meet p u r  (the consumer) needs? 
4. If a friend needed to retirement, wwld you recommend this prograrn to 
himher? 
5. How satisfied are you with the amount of help you (the consumer) reœived? 
6. Overall, how satisRed are you with the service you (the consumer) received? 
7. If you (the amsumer) needed help again, would you (helshe) come back to 
the prograrn? 
8. How satisfied are you wiVi the way you (the consumer) leamed about 
retirement? 
9. How satisfied are you with the way you (the consumer) leamed about making 
choices? 
10. How satisfied are you with your (the consumer) retirement plan (PATH)? 

Group 1 : Consumen 
Group 2: Family Memben 
Group 3: Govemment Representatives 
Group 4: Sewice Providers 

1. Not satisfied 
2. Somewhat satisfied 
3. Very satisfied 



- 

APPENDIX 5: ETHICAL EVIEW COMMITfEE APPROVAL 



THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA 

Inter-Departmental Comeqpondence 

To: B. Galaway , Chairperson, Ethics C o d t t e e  

From: S. Frankel, Associate Professor, Sb- 

Subject : Amroval of  Thesis Research: Carie Solmundson 

The above-mentioned graduate student will undertake a thesis 
which is part of a project for which Dr. Nichael J. Mahon of the 
Faculty of Physical Education and Recreation Studies is the 
principal investigator . 

The project has been approved by the Faculty of Physical 
Education and Recreation Studies C o d t t e e  on Research Involving 
Human Subjects. A copy of the approval document is attached. 

1s it necessary for the Faculty of Social Work Ethics 
C o d t t e e  to independently review this proposal, or i s  the finding 
of the Faculty of Physical Bducation and Recreation C o d t t e e  on 
Research Involving Human Subjects sufficient? 

SWrh 
A t t .  



Match 24; 1995. - - 
Ms. Carie Solmuadson, 
62 Lanark Stteet, 
Winnipeg, MB, 
R3N 1K7. 

Dear Ms . Solaiundson: - 
This is further to  communication from Ptafessor Sid Frankel 

regarding yout thesis tesearch. 

Our present procedures do not require us to do a reseatch 
ethics teview f o r  proposais where a manber  of our Faculty is 
serving as a CO-investigator with a member o f  another Faculty and 

- the Faculty of the primazy investigator has completcd a reseatch 
ethics review. W e  are, however, prepared to do a research ethics 
teview if requested. You are not required to sukait your proposal 
to us for r e v i e w  provkding al1 the research ptocedures you will be 
using have been subxnitted to a research ethics review by the 
Faculty of Phys ical Education and Recteation Studies . 

A 

Prof  essor. 

BG/rh 
cc - Sid Frankel 



X 
acceptable 

No tes : 




